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1 HBase User Guide

1.1 HBase Cluster Management

1.1.1 Overview
The CloudTable cluster mode provides a distributed, scalable, and fully managed
NoSQL data storage system based on Apache HBase. It provides strong
consistency and single-digit millisecond latency so it is optimal for storage and
queries of massive amounts of structured and semi-structured data.

In CloudTable HBase cluster management, you need to create a dedicated cluster
and can use it on demand. Dedicated clusters are physically isolated and are not
affected by other services, facilitating user management. The CloudTable HBase
cluster management is applicable to users with high service throughput and low
delay requirements.

After a CloudTable HBase cluster is created, you can access it using the following
methods:

● Using a client to access the cluster
For details, see Using HBase. This section describes how to use HBase Shell to
access a cluster.

● Call native open source APIs to develop HBase applications, and access the
cluster through a CloudTable link.
For details, see CloudTable Service Developer Guide.

1.1.2 Managing Clusters

1.1.2.1 Creating an HBase Cluster
You can centrally manage clusters with CloudTable. A cluster is necessary for using
CloudTable. This section describes how to create a cluster on the CloudTable
console.

HBase clusters support two billing modes: pay-per-use and yearly/monthly. The
pay-per-use billing mode is used by default when you create a cluster. In pay-per-
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use mode, compute units are charged by the duration you use them, with a billing
cycle of one hour. With this mode, you can start or stop a cluster at any time and
pay what you use. The yearly/monthly billing mode is recommended for long-term
users to enjoy a larger discount. You can also customize a CloudTable HBase
cluster with specified computing capabilities and storage space to meet your
business needs.

NO TE

Created HBase clusters can be accessed without passing Kerberos authentication. If you
have requirements on cluster access security, you are advised to use the HBase component
on MRS.

Creating a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Purchase Cluster. The Purchase Cluster page is displayed.

Step 4 Configure basic cluster information by referring to the following table.

Figure 1-1 Configuring basic cluster information

Table 1-1 Parameters

Parameter Description

Region Working zone of the cluster.
For more information about regions, see Regions and
Endpoints.

AZ Select the AZ associated with the cluster's region.
For more information, see Regions and AZs.

Billing Mode Select Pay-per-use or Yearly/Monthly.

Required
Duration

This option is available only when Billing Mode is set to
Yearly/Monthly. Configure this parameter based on your
service requirements.

Auto-renew If you select Auto-renew when creating a cluster, the system
will automatically renew your subscription before it expires.
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Figure 1-2 Cluster configuration

Table 1-2 Network configuration parameters

Parameter Description

Name Name of a cluster.
A cluster name must start with a letter and contain 4 to 32
letters, digits, and hyphens (-). It cannot contain other special
characters.

VPC A VPC is a secure, isolated, and logical network environment.
You can select an existing VPC or click View VPC to create a
new one.
For details about how to create a VPC, see User Guide > VPC
and Subnet > Creating a VPC in Virtual Private Cloud.

Subnet A subnet provides dedicated network resources that are
logically isolated from other networks, improving network
security.
A subnet is automatically created when a VPC is created. If you
want to create a subnet, you can refer to Virtual Private
CloudUser Guide > VPC and Subnet > Creating a Subnet for
the VPC.
NOTE

When creating a cluster, ensure that the network segment of the subnet
is within the VPC network segment. For details, see VPC and Subnet
Planning Suggestions.
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Parameter Description

Security
Group

A security group is used to control ECS access within a security
group or between security groups by defining access rules. You
can define different access control rules for a security group.
These rules can specify which ECS ports or protocols are
accessible and can be used to control inbound and outbound
network traffic of VMs. After an ECS is added to the security
group, it is protected by these access control rules. ECSs that do
not belong to the security group cannot communicate with
ECSs in the security group.
The underlying compute unit of a CloudTable cluster is ECS. In
terms of security and stable service running, the ECSs must be
added to the same security group in the same VPC. VPCs isolate
networks and security groups specify which ports and protocols
can be opened in the VPC.
You can use an existing security group or click View Security
Group to create a new one.
For more information about security groups, see Security
Group in the Virtual Private Cloud User Guide.

Database
Engine

Select the type of cluster to be created.

 

Figure 1-3 Master/Core nodes
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Table 1-3 Master node configuration

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

● Available compute specifications:
– 4U16G
– 8U16G
– 8U32G
– 16U32G
– 16U64G
– 32U64G

Storage Ultra-high I/O is recommended.

Nodes Use the default value 2.

 

Table 1-4 Core node configuration

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU, memory,
and recommended application scenarios of a single node.
NOTE

● Available compute specifications:
– 4U16G
– 8U16G
– 8U32G
– 16U32G
– 16U64G
– 32U64G

Storage Select the disk specifications and capacity of the HBase
compute node.
NOTE

● Available storage specifications:
– Common I/O
– High I/O
– General-purpose SSD
– Ultra-high I/O
– Extreme SSD

● The capacity ranges from 400 GB to 30,000 GB per node.
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Parameter Description

Nodes Set the number of nodes in a cluster. The value ranges from 2
to 20.

Advanced
Feature

Whether to enable the cold and hot separation feature. You
can toggle it on to enable this feature.

Enterprise
Project

You can group related cloud resources (for example, resources
used for the same purpose) and manage them by enterprise
project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an
enterprise project if the enterprise's business has changed and the
user should not have the permissions to manage the enterprise
project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise project

is deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise project. If the
user needs to manage the enterprise project, authorize the user to
manage the enterprise project again.

 

Step 5 Click Next.

Step 6 Confirm the details of the order and click Submit. The cluster creation task is
submitted successfully.

Step 7 Click Back to Cluster List to view the cluster status.

The cluster creation task takes some time. The initial status of the cluster is
Creating. After the cluster is created, the cluster status changes to In service.

Step 8 Submit the creation task of a yearly/monthly cluster.

Click Pay. On the displayed purchase page, confirm the information, select a
proper payment method, and confirm the payment.

Return to the console and check the cluster status. Cluster creation takes some
time. The initial status of the cluster is Creating. After the cluster is created, the
cluster status changes to In service.

----End

1.1.2.2 Introduction to HBase Cluster Management

Log in to the CloudTable console. In the left navigation pane, click Cluster
Management. On the Cluster Management page, a cluster list is displayed. If
there are a large number of clusters, you can turn pages to view clusters in any
state.

Figure 1-4 Cluster list
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Clusters are listed in chronological order by default, with the latest cluster
displayed at the top. Table 1-5 and Table 1-6 provides parameters and icons in
the cluster list.

Table 1-5 Cluster management parameters

Parameter Description

Cluster Name Name of a cluster. Set this parameter when creating a cluster.

Cluster Status Cluster status, including Creating, In service, Sub-health, and
Creation failed, and Frozen.

Task Status Task status of a cluster For details, see Table 1-8.

Database
Engine

HBase and ClickHouse

Cluster
Version

Cluster kernel version

Enterprise
Project

You can group related cloud resources (for example, resources
used for the same purpose) and manage them by enterprise
project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise
project if the enterprise's business has changed and the user should
not have the permissions to manage the enterprise project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise project is

deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise project. If the user
needs to manage the enterprise project, authorize the user to
manage the enterprise project again.

Created Time when a cluster is created

Billing Mode HBase supports only the pay-per-use billing.

ZK Link
(Intranet)

ZooKeeper address

Operation ● Click Monitor to access the CloudTable service monitoring
page.

● Scale Out: Increase compute units in the cluster. For details,
see HBase Cluster Scale-Out.

● More
– Restart: Click Restart to restart a cluster. For details, see

Restarting a Cluster.
– Delete: You can click Delete to delete a cluster. For

details, see Deleting a Cluster.
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Table 1-6 Icon description

Icon Description

Click  to view all projects.

Enter a cluster name in the search box and click  to search
for the cluster.

Click  to manually refresh the cluster list.

 

Cluster Status

Table 1-7 Cluster status description

Status Description

Creating Indicates that a cluster is being created.

In service If a cluster is successfully created and can provide services, the
cluster status is In service.

Sub-health If the cluster status cannot be monitored within the specified
time, the cluster status changes to Sub-health. Manual
intervention is required to recover a cluster that is in Sub-
health status. For example, you can restart the cluster to
recover the cluster.

Creation
failed

Indicates that a cluster fails to be created.

Frozen If the balance is insufficient for renewing a cluster, the cluster
status is Frozen.
To unfreeze the cluster, you need to recharge your account to
ensure that the account balance is not 0..
NOTE

A frozen cluster is unavailable and its all ECSs are shut down. After
being unfrozen, the cluster recovers to the In service state. If you do
not renew the cluster before the freeze period ends, the cluster will be
deleted.

 

Task Status

Table 1-8 Task status description

Status Description

Deleting Indicates that a cluster is being deleted.

Restarting Indicates that a cluster is being restarted.
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1.1.2.3 Viewing Basic HBase Cluster Information
You can monitor and manage the clusters you create. On the CloudTable console,
click Cluster Management. In the cluster list, locate the cluster to be viewed and
click the cluster name to access the basic information page. You can view the
cluster information and network configurations.

Table 1-9 and Table 1-10 describe parameters about basic cluster information.

Table 1-9 Cluster information

Parameter Description

Cluster Name Name of a cluster. Set this parameter when creating a cluster.

Cluster ID Cluster ID

Cluster Status Cluster status information

Used Storage
Capacity

Used storage capacity

Billing Mode Billing mode of the cluster

Version Cluster kernel version

Created Time when a cluster is created

Enterprise
Project

You can group related cloud resources (for example, resources
used for the same purpose) and manage them by enterprise
project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise
project if the enterprise's business has changed and the user should
not have the permissions to manage the enterprise project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise project is

deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise project. If the user
needs to manage the enterprise project, authorize the user to
manage the enterprise project again.

ZK Link
(Intranet)

ZooKeeper address.

You can click  to copy the ZooKeeper link to the clipboard.

Database
Engine

The value is HBase.
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Table 1-10 Network configuration

Parameter Description

Region Working area of the cluster. Set this parameter when creating
a cluster.

AZ AZ you select during cluster creation

VPC VPC you select during cluster creation
A Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a secure, isolated, logical
network environment.

Subnet Subnet you select during cluster creation
A subnet provides dedicated network resources that are
logically isolated from other networks, improving network
security.

Security Group Security group you select during cluster creation

 

Table 1-11 Master node configuration

Parameter Parameters

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

● Available compute specifications:
● 4U16G
● 8U16G
● 8U32G
● 16U32G
● 16U64G
● 32U64G

Storage Ultra-high I/O is recommended.

Nodes Use the default value 2.
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Table 1-12 Core node configuration

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU, memory,
and recommended application scenarios of a single node.
NOTE

● Available compute specifications:
● 4U16G
● 8U16G
● 8U32G
● 16U32G
● 16U64G
● 32U64G

Storage Select the disk specifications and capacity of the HBase
compute node.
NOTE

● Available storage specifications:
● Common I/O
● High I/O
● Ultra-high I/O

● The capacity ranges from 400 GB to 30,000 GB per node.

Nodes Set the number of nodes in a cluster. The value ranges from 2
to 20.

 

1.1.2.4 Configuring HBase Parameters

Scenario
A CloudTable HBase cluster has many HBase parameters related to read/write
performance. You can modify the HBase parameters to tune cluster performance
under different read/write request loads. You need to restart the cluster to make
changes take effect.

Prerequisites
No task is running in the cluster.

Procedure
NO TE

● Restart the CloudTable HBase cluster after parameter configuration modification.
Otherwise, services will be interrupted.

● Do not modify cluster parameters when the CloudTable HBase cluster is being restarted.

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable management console.
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Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 Click the name of a cluster for which you want to modify HBase parameters to
access the basic cluster information page.

Step 5 In the Parameter Configuration area, click the Parameters tab to modify HBase
parameters.

For details about the HBase parameters you can modify, see HBase Parameters.

1. Select the target parameter and click  in the Value column.

2. Enter a new value in the text box, and then click . The parameter value
has been successfully changed if the system prompts "The parameter changed
to xx successfully. Save the modified value." The new parameter value is
marked with a red asterisk (*).

If you want to cancel it, click .

Figure 1-5 Modifying HBase parameters

3. Click Save Changes in the upper left corner of the parameter list. The Save
Changes dialog box is displayed.

4. In the Save Changes dialog box, verify whether the parameter settings are
correct. Select Restart the cluster immediately and click OK.

Figure 1-6 Save changes

– After you select Restart the cluster immediately and click OK, the
cluster restarts immediately. After the cluster restart is complete, the new

parameter configurations take effect. Click  above the parameter
list. The system prompts "The new value is applied" in the upper left
corner of the parameter list.

– If you do not select Restart the cluster immediately and click OK in the
Save Changes dialog box, the system prompts "The new value is not
applied" above the parameter list. In this case, you need to restart the
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cluster for the changes to take effect. For details about how to restart a
cluster, see Restarting a Cluster.

– If the new parameter value is incorrect, click Quick Restore to cancel the
modification.

Step 6 After modifying parameters, you can click the Change History tab to view the
change history.

On the Change History tab page, you can view the following information.

● Name: Name of the changed parameter.
● Old Value: old parameter value
● New Value: new parameter value
● Modification Time: time when you modify a parameter value

----End

HBase Parameters
Table 1-13 lists HBase parameters you can modify currently.

NO TE

The sum of the values of hbase.regionserver.global.memstore.size and
hfile.block.cache.size cannot exceed 0.8.

Table 1-13 HBase parameters

Parameter Default
Value

Un
it

Value
Range

Defau
lt
Value

Description

hbase.region
server.thread
.compaction.
small

1 -- [1,20] 1 Indicates the number of
HFile compaction threads.
You can increase the
parameter value in heavy-
put-load scenarios.

hbase.region
server.global.
memstore.siz
e

0.4 -- (0,0.8) 0.4 It is recommended that you
set this parameter to
"hbase.hregion.memstore.flu
sh.size x Number of regions
with active writes/
RegionServer GC -Xmx)." The
default value is 0.4,
indicating that 40% of
RegionServer GC -Xmx is
used.
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Parameter Default
Value

Un
it

Value
Range

Defau
lt
Value

Description

hbase.hstore.
blockingStor
eFiles

60 -- [1,2147
483647]

60 When the HFile number in
the column cluster reaches
this threshold, all operations
in the region are blocked
until the compaction is
complete. You can increase
the parameter value in
heavy-put-load scenarios.

hbase.client.s
canner.timeo
ut.period

60000 ms [1,2147
483647]

60000 A client and RegionServer
parameter, indicating the
scan lease period. It is
recommended that you set
this parameter to an integral
multiple of 60000 ms, and
increase the parameter value
in heavy-read-load scenarios.
Unit: millisecond

hfile.block.ca
che.size

0.2 -- (0,0.8) 0.2 Indicates the data cache
percentage in the
RegionServer GC -Xmx. You
can increase the parameter
value in heavy-read-load
scenarios, in order to
improve cache hit ratio and
performance. The default
value is 0.2, indicating that
20% of RegionServer GC -
Xmx is used.

hbase.region
server.handle
r.count

100 -- [1,300] 100 Indicates the number of RPC
server instances on the
RegionServer. The
recommended value ranges
from 100 to 300.

hbase.region
server.metah
andler.count

50 -- [1,100] 50 Indicates the number of
program instances for
processing prioritized
requests. The recommended
value ranges from 20 to 100.

hbase.hstore.f
lusher.count

2 -- [1,10] 2 Indicates the number of
memstore flush threads. You
can increase the parameter
value in heavy-put-load
scenarios.
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Parameter Default
Value

Un
it

Value
Range

Defau
lt
Value

Description

hbase.ipc.ser
ver.callqueue
.read.ratio

0.5 -- [0,1] 0.5 When used under different
load models, it controls the
ratio between the numbers
of read and write RPC
queues. The value ranges
from 0 to 1.0, and the
default value is 0.5.
0 indicates the total RPC
queues of read and write
operations.
If the value is less than 0.5, it
indicates that the read load
is less than the write load.
0.5 indicates that the read
load equals to the write
load.
If the value is greater than
0.5, it indicates that the read
load is greater than the write
load.
1.0 indicates that all RPC
queues except one are used
for read operations.

hbase.region
server.hotreg
ion.handler.c
ount

66 -- [1,6553
5]

66 Number of RPC listener
instances started on
RegionServers for hotspot
regions.

hbase.ipc.ser
ver.hotregion
.max.callque
ue.length

330 -- [1,6553
5]

330 Maximum length of the
queue for RegionServers to
process requests of hotspot
regions. Upon receiving a
new request, the system
checks whether the length of
the queue exceeds the
threshold. If so, the request
is discarded.

hbase.metric.
controller.an
alysis.period

60 Sec
on
d

[1,2147
483647]

60 Hotspot analysis period of
MetricController, in seconds.

hbase.metric.
controller.an
alysis.threads
.max

10 -- [1,100] 10 Maximum number of
threads for hotspot analysis
in the thread pool.
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Parameter Default
Value

Un
it

Value
Range

Defau
lt
Value

Description

hbase.metric.
controller.col
lect.threads.
max

16 -- [1,100] 16 Maximum number of
threads for hotspot analysis
in the traffic collection
thread pool.

hbase.metric.
regionserver.
hotspot.thres
hold

20000 -- [1,2147
483647]

20000 Hotspot threshold of a
RegionServer. Unit: requests
per second.

hbase.metric.
region.hotsp
ot.threshold

10000 -- [1,2147
483647]

10000 Hotspot threshold of a single
region. Unit: requests per
second.

hbase.hotspo
t.enable

false -- [true,fal
se]

false Whether to enable hotspot
self-healing. The value true
means to enable it, and false
means to disable it. After
this function is enabled,
access hotspots will be
automatically processed.

hbase.tries.c
ache.enabled

false -- [true,fal
se]

false If this parameter is set to
true, LoudsTriesLruBlockC-
ache is used to cache index
blocks and data blocks.

hbase.write.t
ries

false -- [true,fal
se]

false If this parameter is set to
true, the succinct tries
feature is enabled. In this
case, a new data structure is
used to improve the
utilization of index blocks.

 

1.1.2.5 HBase Cluster Scale-Out
You can perform a scale-out to expand cluster capacity and improve system
computing and storage capabilities. Scale-out operations incur charges. You can
dynamically add nodes in response to site needs or service conditions. The cluster
seamlessly manages load balancing to maintain uninterrupted service and
facilitate smooth expansion of capacity.

Precautions
● During cluster capacity expansion, the system does not automatically restart

the cluster, ensuring service continuity and smooth capacity expansion.
● If the scale-out fails, Scale-out failed is displayed in the Task Status column,

and the cluster automatically rolls back to the state before the scale-out. You
can try again. If you have any questions, contact technical support.
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● Only core nodes can be scaled-out.

Increasing Computing Units

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the cluster list, locate the row that contains the target cluster, and choose More
> Scale Out. The Scale Out page is displayed.
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Figure 1-7 Scaling out
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NO TE

You can also click Scale Out on the cluster details page to go to the Scale Out page.

Figure 1-8 Accessing the Scale Out page

Step 5 Set Configured Node to Core Node.

Step 6 Click + to add nodes.

Step 7 Confirm the fee and resource quota, and click OK.

----End

1.1.2.6 Restarting a Cluster

If a cluster is in the unbalanced state or cannot work properly, you may need to
restart it for restoration. After modifying a cluster's configurations, such as security
settings and parameters, restart the cluster to make the configurations take effect.

NO TE

If your cluster is in arrears, this function may be unavailable. Please top up your account in
time.

Impact on the System
● A cluster cannot provide services during the restart. Therefore, before the

restart, ensure that no task is running and all data is saved.
● If a cluster is processing transactional data, for example, importing data,

querying data, files may be damaged or the cluster may fail to be restarted
once the cluster is restarted. You are advised to stop all cluster tasks before
restarting a cluster.

● If the restart fails, the cluster may be unavailable. Try again later or contact
technical support.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable management console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .
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Figure 1-9 Searching for a cluster by name

Step 5 In the Operation column of the cluster, click Restart.

Figure 1-10 Restarting a cluster

Step 6 In the dialog box that is displayed, select the check box and click OK to restart the
cluster.

----End

1.1.2.7 Deleting a Cluster
You can delete clusters you will no longer use. Deleting a CloudTable cluster will
clear all resources and data related to the cluster. This operation cannot be
undone. Exercise caution when deleting a cluster.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable management console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .

Figure 1-11 Searching for a cluster

Step 5 In the Operation column of the cluster, choose More > Delete.
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Figure 1-12 Deleting a cluster

Step 6 In the dialog box that is displayed, select the check box and click OK to delete the
cluster.

Figure 1-13 Confirming the deletion

----End

1.1.3 Preparing an ECS
If the client tool runs on Linux, you need to prepare a Linux ECS that is in the VPC
as a CloudTable cluster and the Linux ECS serves as a client host. If you use the
following client tools to access a cluster, you are advised to use the HBase shell, a
Linux ECS.

If the client tool runs on Windows, you need to prepare a Windows ECS that is in
the VPC as a CloudTable cluster and the Windows ECS serves as a client host.

You can select an ECS of different images and functions to meet your needs.

Preparing an ECS

For details about how to purchase a Linux or Windows ECS, see how to purchase
an ECS in the Elastic Cloud Server Getting Started.

The purchased ECS must meet the following requirements:

● The ECS must have the same region, AZ, VPC, and subnet as the CloudTable
cluster.
For details about how to create a VPC, see User Guide > VPC and Subnet in
Virtual Private Cloud.
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● The ECS must have the same security group as the CloudTable cluster.
For more information about security groups, see Security Group in the Virtual
Private Cloud User Guide.

NO TE

When cross-VPC communication is used to access a CloudTable cluster, the network
administrator needs to authorize the access to the VPC, security group, and subnet
where the cluster resides.

Check whether the outbound rule of the security group contains the following
rule:
– Protocol & Port: All
– Type: IPv4
– Destination: 0.0.0.0/0
If the preceding rules do not exist, add the following outbound rule according
to Figure 1-14.
– Protocol: TCP
– Port: 80
– Destination: Select IP address and set it to 0.0.0.0/0.

Figure 1-14 Adding an outbound rule

● When purchasing an ECS, you need to set EIP to Automatically assign.
Alternatively, you can bind an EIP to an ECS after the ECS is created.

● To access a Linux ECS, you are advised to use an SSH password.
For details about how to log in to a Linux ECS, see Logging In to a Linux ECS
in the Elastic Cloud Server User Guide.

● To access a Windows ECS, you are advised to use the MSTSC-based remote
desktop connection tool.
For details, see Logging In to a Windows ECS.

Configuring the DNS Address and hosts File for the Linux ECS
You do not need to perform this operation when you install the HBase shell by
deploying a client in one click. In other cases, perform the following steps to
configure the DNS address and the hosts file for the Linux ECS:

Step 1 Configure /etc/hosts.

Configure the host IP address in the /etc/hosts file to accelerate the access to the
CloudTable cluster.
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To configure /etc/hosts for a Linux ECS, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux ECS as user root.
2. Run the hostname command to query the host name.

[root@euler ~]# hostname
euler.novalocal

3. Run the ifconfig command to query the IP address of the local host.

Figure 1-15 Querying the IP address

4. Run the vi /etc/hosts command to edit the file and add the host
configuration.
192.168.0.58 euler.novalocal
127.0.0.1 euler.novalocal

5. Press Esc and enter :wq to save the settings and exit.
6. Run the following command to check whether the IP address is successfully

added:
cat /etc/hosts

7. Run the following command to check whether the host name can be resolved:
ping Host name

Step 2 Configure the DNS.

The DNS server is used to resolve the domain name in the CloudTable cluster link,
for example, the ZooKeeper link. Set the private DNS server address based on the
region where the CloudTable cluster is located. For details about the DNS server
addresses in each region, see What Are the Private DNS Server Addresses
Provided by the DNS Service? in the Domain Name Service FAQs.

To configure DNS for a Linux ECS, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux ECS as user root.
2. Run the vi /etc/resolv.conf command to edit the /etc/resolv.conf file and

add the nameserver configuration.
Above the Internet IP address, add two lines to input the DNS server IP
addresses in the following format.
nameserver 100.125.1.250

3. Press Esc and enter :wq to save the settings and exit.
4. Run the following command to check whether the IP address is successfully

added:
cat /etc/resolv.conf
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5. Run the following command to check whether an IP address can be resolved
from the access domain name.
ping Access domain name

Access domain name indicates the domain name in the CloudTable cluster
link, for example, the ZooKeeper link. On the CloudTable management
console, click the cluster name to go to the basic cluster information page
and obtain the link of CloudTable. The obtained link contains three private
domain names separated by commas (,). You can ping any of the private
domain names.

Figure 1-16 Viewing link addresses

----End

Configuring DNS Address for a Windows ECS
1. Log in to the Windows ECS as user Administrator.
2. On the Windows ECS, choose Start > Control Panel > Network and Sharing

Center.
3. In the Network and Sharing Center window, click Change adapter settings

on the right.
4. Right-click the network adapter name and choose Properties from the

shortcut menu. The Properties dialog box is displayed.
5. Click Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4). The Internet Protocol Version

4 (TCP/IPv4) Properties dialog box is displayed.
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Figure 1-17 Internet protocol version 4 (TCP/IPv4) properties

6. In the dialog box shown in Figure 1-17, select Use the following DNS server
addresses, enter the IP address of the DNS server in the Preferred DNS
server textbox, and click OK.
The DNS server is used to resolve the domain name in the CloudTable cluster
link, for example, the ZooKeeper link. Set the private DNS server address
based on the region where the CloudTable cluster is located. For details about
the DNS server addresses in each region, see What Are the Private DNS
Server Addresses Provided by the DNS Service? in the Domain Name
Service FAQs.

7. Click Start, enter cmd in the search box, and press Enter. The CLI is displayed.
8. Run the following command on the CLI to check whether the DNS is

successfully configured:
ping Access domain name

Access domain name indicates the domain name in the CloudTable cluster
link, for example, the ZooKeeper link. On the CloudTable management
console, click the cluster name to go to the basic cluster information page
and obtain the link of CloudTable. The obtained links contain three private
domain names separated by commas (,). You can ping any of the private
domain names.
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Figure 1-18 Checking link addresses

1.1.4 Using HBase

1.1.4.1 Using HBase Shell to Access a Cluster
You can use the HBase shell to access a cluster by deploying a client in one click
or manually installing a client on an ECS. Deploying a Client in One Click is
recommended.

Deploying a Client in One Click
Step 1 Prepare a Linux ECS.

Using a one-click client deployment tool. The recommended Linux ECS operating
systems are EulerOS, CentOS, Ubuntu, and SUSE. For details, see Preparing an
ECS.

Step 2 Download the one-click client deployment tool.

Use the SSH login tool (such as PuTTY) to remotely log in to the Linux ECS
through the EIP and run the following command to obtain the one-click
deployment tool.

curl -O -k "https://cloudtable-publish.obs.myhuaweicloud.com/cloudtable-client/quick_start_hbase_shell.sh"

NO TE

This command applies to HBase 2.x.

Step 3 Obtain a cluster access address.

Log in to the CloudTable console and choose Cluster Management. In the cluster
list, locate the required cluster and obtain the address in the Access Address
(Intranet) column. The parameter value is the cluster access address, as shown in
Figure 1-19.

Figure 1-19 Access address

Step 4 Use the tool to deploy the client.

Replace $zookeeper_address in the following command with the ZK link you
obtained in Step 3. Then, run the command on the CLI of the ECS to deploy the
client in one click.
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source quick_start_hbase_shell.sh $zookeeper_address

Step 5 Start the shell to access the cluster.

After you run the source command to automatically deploy the client, the HBase
shell is automatically started. You can also run the bin/hbase shell command to
start the HBase shell to access the cluster.

----End

Manually Installing a Client

Step 1 Prepare a Linux ECS.

For details, see the following content in Preparing an ECS.

1. Preparing an ECS
2. Configuring the DNS Address and hosts File for the Linux ECS

Step 2 Download a client.

Log in to the CloudTable management console, click Help in the left navigation
pane, and click Download Client on the right to download the client installation
package.

Figure 1-20 Downloading the client

Step 3 Install the client.

1. Use a file transfer tool (such as WinSCP) to upload the client installation
package to the Linux ECS.

2. Use the SSH login tool (such as PuTTY) to log in to the Linux ECS through the
EIP.
For details about how to log in to the Linux ECS, see Logging In to a Linux
ECS > Login Using an SSH Password in the Elastic Cloud Server User Guide.
Run the following command to decompress the client installation package:
cd <Path of the client installation package>
tar xzvf hbase-1.3.1-bin.tar.gz
cd <Path of the client installation package>
tar xzvf hbase-2.4.14-bin.tar.gz

<Path of the client installation package>: Replace it with the actual path.
3. Configure the ZooKeeper address in a configuration file.

In the decompression directory of the client installation package, open the
hbase/conf/hbase-site.xml file and set the following parameters:
– hbase.zookeeper.quorum: The value of this parameter is the access

address (Intranet) of the cluster found in the cluster list.
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Log in to the CloudTable console and choose Cluster Management. In
the cluster list, locate the required cluster and obtain the address in the
Access Address (Intranet) column. See the following figure.

Figure 1-21 ZK link

– mapreduce.cluster.local.dir: Check whether the configuration item exists.
If the configuration item does not exist, add it.

The configuration example is as follows:
<configuration>
<property>
<name>hbase.zookeeper.quorum</name>
<value>xxx-zk1.cloudtable.com,xxx-zk2.cloudtable.com,xxx-zk3.cloudtable.com</value>
</property>

<property>
<name>mapreduce.cluster.local.dir</name>
<value>${hadoop.tmp.dir}/mapred/local</value>
</property>
</configuration>

Step 4 Start the shell to access the cluster.

Run the bin/hbase shell command to start the shell to access the cluster.

----End

1.1.4.2 Introducing HBase Shell Commands
This section describes common HBase shell commands.

1. Start the HBase shell.
Go to the HBase directory and run the following command to access the
HBase shell:
./bin/hbase shell

2. Get help information.
After you run the help command in the HBase shell, all command
information as well as common command instructions and use methods will
be returned.
hbase(main):001:0> help

3. Create a table.
Run the create command to create a table. When creating a table, you must
specify the table name and column family name.
hbase(main):007:0> create 'cloudtable','cf'
0 row(s) in 1.5530 seconds

=> Hbase::Table - cloudtable

4. Query a table:
Run the list command to query the specified table. The table name must be
specified.
hbase(main):009:0> list 'cloudtable'
TABLE
cloudtable
1 row(s) in 0.0060 seconds
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=> ["cloudtable"]

5. Insert a piece of record to a table.
Run the put command to insert a piece of record to the specified table. You
need to specify the table name, primary key, customized column, and inserted
value.
hbase(main):004:0> put 'cloudtable','row1','cf:a','value1'
0 row(s) in 0.2720 seconds

The following describes parameters in the command:
– cloudtable: table name
– row1: primary key
– cf:a: customized column
– value1: inserted value

6. Scan records
Run the scan command to scan a table. You need to specify the table name
and you can scan a full table or specify a scanning range.
hbase(main):001:0> scan 'cloudtable'
ROW                                                                  COLUMN+CELL
row1                                                                column=cf:a, timestamp=1504866237162, 
value=value1
1 row(s) in 0.2420 seconds

NO TE

● If the TTL of the cell is set when the data is inserted, the TTL attribute cannot be
viewed. You can check whether the TTL configuration is successful.

● If the TTL of the cell is not set when data is inserted, the system automatically
inserts the current time as the timestamp.

7. Query a single record.
Run the get command to query a single record. The name and primary key of
the queried table must be specified.
hbase(main):001:0> get 'cloudtable','row1'
COLUMN                                                               CELL
cf:a                                                                timestamp=1504866237162, value=value1
1 row(s) in 0.2280 seconds

8. Disable a table.
Before modifying or deleting a table, you need to disable the table. Run the
disable command to disable the table. When you perform operations on a
disabled table, "ERROR" will be reported, indicating that the table is disabled.
hbase(main):002:0> disable 'cloudtable'
0 row(s) in 2.3550 seconds

9. Enable a table.
If you want to use a table that has been disabled, run the enable command
to enable the table.
hbase(main):004:0> enable 'cloudtable'
0 row(s) in 1.2500 seconds

10. Delete a table.
Run the drop command to delete a table that you do not require anymore.
Before deleting a table, disable the table. Otherwise, "ERROR" will be
displayed, indicating that the table is enabled. Deleting a table will cause data
loss. Therefore, exercise caution when deleting a table.
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hbase(main):007:0> disable 'cloudtable'
0 row(s) in 2.2380 seconds

hbase(main):008:0> drop 'cloudtable'
0 row(s) in 1.2600 seconds

11. Exit the HBase shell.
Run the quit command to exit the HBase shell.
hbase(main):009:0> quit

1.2 HBase Batch Data Import

1.2.1 Using CDM to Migrate Data to CloudTable
CloudTable uses CDM to migrate data from multiple data sources on the cloud
and on-premises or third-party cloud to an HBase table of a CloudTable cluster.
For details about the supported data sources, see Data Sources Supported by
CDM in the Cloud Data Migration User Guide.

The procedure of using CDM to migrate data to CloudTable is as follows:

1. Creating a CloudTable Cluster
2. Using CDM to Migrate Data to CloudTable
3. Viewing the Imported Data on CloudTable

Creating a CloudTable Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Select a region in the upper left corner.

Step 3 Create a CloudTable HBase cluster. If there is one available, you can skip this step.

For example, create a CloudTable cluster named CloudTable-demo.

----End

Using CDM to Migrate Data to CloudTable

Step 1 Log in to the Cloud Data Migration management console to create a CDM cluster.

The CDM cluster you create must have the same region, AZ, VPC, subnet, and
security group as the CloudTable cluster.

For details about how to create a CDM cluster, see Creating a Cluster in the
Cloud Data Migration User Guide.

For example, create a CDM cluster named CDM-demo.

Step 2 Create a source link in the new CDM cluster.

CDM enables you to migrate data from multiple data sources to CloudTable.
Create a link as the source link based on the actual data source. The link is used
for CDM to connect to the data source and read data from the data source.

For details about how to create a link, see Creating a Link in the Cloud Data
Migration User Guide.
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Step 3 Create a destination link in the new CDM cluster.

In the CDM cluster, create a link for which Data Source Type is set to CloudTable
as a destination link. The link is used for CDM to connect to the CloudTable
cluster, read data from the data source, and import data to the HBase table of the
CloudTable cluster.

For details about how to create a link, see Creating a Link in the Cloud Data
Migration User Guide.

The following is an example of destination link settings.

1. On the Cluster Management page, locate the newly created CDM cluster
and click Job Management in the row of the CDM cluster. The job
management page is displayed.

2. Click the Link Management tab and then click Create Link. On the Select
connector type page that is displayed, select CloudTable Service and click
Next.

Figure 1-22 Selecting a connector type

3. Configure link parameters.
– Name: Enter a link name. You can create a link name based on the data

source type for easy memorization. For example, enter
cloudtable_connect.

– ZK Link: Set this parameter to the access address (Intranet) of the
CloudTable cluster. Log in to the CloudTable console and choose Cluster
Management. In the cluster list, locate the required cluster and obtain
the address in the Access Address (Intranet) column.

– : Set this parameter to No.
– IAM Authentication: CloudTable does not use IAM authentication.

Therefore, set this parameter to No.
– Run Mode: Retain the default value.
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Figure 1-23 Link parameter configuration

4. Click Save.

Step 4 In the CDM cluster, create a job on the Table/File Migration page.

For details about how to create a table/file migration job, see Table/File
Migration in the Cloud Data Migration User Guide.

NO TE

When you create a table/file migration job, if the table or file of the source end does not
have the corresponding HBase table in the destination CloudTable cluster, set a table name
and field mapping in the job for the destination end (the field name can be copied from the
source end). Therefore, when a job is running, the corresponding HBase table is
automatically created at the destination end.

The following uses the SFTP data source on an ECS as an example to describe how
to create a job.

1. On the Cluster Management page, locate the newly created CDM cluster
and click Job Management in the row of the CDM cluster. The job
management page is displayed.

2. Choose Table/File Migration > Create Job.
3. Set parameters as follows:
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Figure 1-24 Configuring basic information

4. Set the field mapping as follows:

Figure 1-25 Field mapping

5. Configure the task as follows:

Figure 1-26 Configuring a task

6. Click Save and Run.

----End

Viewing the Imported Data on CloudTable

Step 1 Prepare a Linux ECS.

Assume that the ECS name is ecs_20170916. For details, see Preparing an ECS.
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Step 2 Install the client and start the shell to access the CloudTable cluster.

For details about how to use the HBase shell to access the cluster, see Using
HBase Shell to Access a Cluster.

Step 3 On the CloudTable client, run a command to query the data migrated to
CloudTable using CDM.

The following is an example of the command. Replace table_name with the name
of the table specified when a job is created in the CDM cluster.

scan 'table_name'

----End

1.2.2 Using the Import Tool to Importing Data
Use the Import tool to import the SequenceFile data file of HBase to HBase of
CloudTable. The Import tool is a tool contained in the installation package of the
client tool.

NO TE

The SequenceFile file is a data file exported from HBase by the Export tool.

Step 1 Prepare a server where a CloudTable client is installed. For details about how to
install a client, see Using HBase Shell to Access a Cluster.

Step 2 Upload the SequenceFile file directory to the server where the CloudTable client is
located. Assume that the directory is /tmp/sequencefile.

Step 3 The Import tool must be executed on the shell interface of the operating system
of the client host. Go to the HBase directory on the client host and run the Import
tool. The command format of the Import tool is as follows:

./bin/hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.Import <TableName>
<InputPath>

TableName: Name of the table to which data is to be imported

InputPath: Directory of the SequenceFile file In the local file system, the directory
must start with file://.

Example:

./bin/hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.Import t1 file:///tmp/sequencefile

----End

1.2.3 Using CopyTable to Import Data
CopyTable is a utility provided by HBase. It can copy part or of all of a table, either
to the same cluster or another cluster. The target table must exist first. The
CloudTable client tool includes CopyTable. After deploying the client tool, you can
use CopyTable to import data to a CloudTable cluster.
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Using CopyTable to Import Data

Step 1 Prepare a Linux ECS as the client host and deploy the CloudTable client tool on it.

For details, see Using HBase Shell to Access a Cluster.

When deploying the client tool, set the ZK link to the access address (Intranet) of
the CloudTable cluster where the source table resides.

Step 2 (Optional) If you want to copy a table to another cluster, obtain the access
address (Intranet) of the target CloudTable cluster.

Log in to the CloudTable console and choose Cluster Management. In the cluster
list, locate the required cluster and obtain the address in the Access Address
(Intranet) column.

Step 3 Before using CopyTable to copy table data, ensure that the target table exists in
the target CloudTable cluster. If the target table does not exist, create it first.

For details about how to create a table, see Creating an HBase Cluster.

Step 4 On the client host, open the CLI, access the hbase directory in the installation
directory of the client tool, and run the CopyTable command to import data to the
CloudTable cluster.

The following is an example of the command. In this example, the data in the
specified 1 hour in TestTable is copied to the target cluster.

cd ${Installation directory of the client tool}/hbase
./bin/hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.mapreduce.CopyTable --starttime=1265875194289 --
endtime=1265878794289 --peer.adr=${ZK link of the target CloudTable cluster}:/hbase --
families=myOldCf:myNewCf,cf2,cf3 TestTable

----End

Overview of the CopyTable Command
The CopyTable command format is as follows:

CopyTable [general options] [--starttime=X] [--endtime=Y] [--new.name=NEW] [--peer.adr=ADR] 
<tablename>

For details about the CopyTable command, see CopyTable.

The following provides description about common options:

● startrow: the start row
● stoprow: the stop row
● starttime: beginning of the time range (unixtime in milliseconds). If endtime

is not specified, it implies that the duration extends from the start time
indefinitely.

● endtime: end of the time range. If no starttime is specified, ignore it.
● versions: number of cell versions to be copied
● new.name: name of a new table
● peer.adr: Address of the target cluster. The format is

hbase.zookeer.quorum:hbase.zookeeper.client.port:zookeeper.znode.paren.
For the HBase clusters, the parameter value is ${ZK link of the target
CloudTable cluster}:/hbase.
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● families: List of column families to be copied. Multiple column families are
separated by commas (,).
If you want to copy from sourceCfName to destCfName, specify
sourceCfName:destCfName.
If the column family name needs to remain unchanged after copying, you
only need to specify cfName.

● all.cells: Deletion markers and the deleted cells are also copied.

The parameter description is as follows:

tablename: name of the table to be copied

1.2.4 Sample Code for Copying a Table
You can develop an application and call HBase APIs to copy some or all data in a
table either to the same cluster or another cluster. The target table must exist
first.

Environment Preparation

Step 1 If you want to copy a table to another cluster, obtain the access address (Intranet)
of the target CloudTable cluster first.

Log in to the CloudTable console and choose Cluster Management. In the cluster
list, locate the required cluster and obtain the address in the Access Address
(Intranet) column.

Step 2 Before copying table data, ensure that the target table exists in the target
CloudTable cluster. If the target table does not exist, create it first.

For details about how to create a table, see Creating an HBase Cluster.

Step 3 Download the sample code and prepare the development environment by
referring to the corresponding section.

If you do not use the sample code project, copy the JAR file in the cloudtable-
example\lib directory in the downloaded sample code to your project and add the
JAR file to the dependency path in the project.

----End

Sample Code for Copying a Table
You can develop applications based on HBase APIs to copy table data to clusters
based on service requirements. The following sample code is for reference only.

The following sample code is used to copy table data from one cluster to another
cluster.

package com.huawei.cloudtable.hbase.tool.client;

import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Collections;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.concurrent.BlockingQueue;
import java.util.concurrent.LinkedBlockingQueue;
import java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor;
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import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;

import org.apache.commons.logging.Log;
import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory;
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.Cell;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.HBaseConfiguration;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.HRegionInfo;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.TableName;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Admin;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Connection;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.ConnectionFactory;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Put;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Result;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.ResultScanner;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Scan;
import org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Table;

public class DataCopyer {
  public static final Log LOG = LogFactory.getLog(DataCopyer.class);
  private static int batchSize;
  private static int threads;

  public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
    if (args.length != 5) {
      System.err.println(
          "Command : ./hbase com.huawei.cloudtable.hbase.tool.client.DataCopyer [srcZK] [dstZK] 
[tableName] [batchSize] [threads]");
      System.exit(-1);
    }
    batchSize = Integer.valueOf(args[3]);
    threads = Integer.valueOf(args[4]);
    copyData(args[0], args[1], args[2]);
  }

  public static void copyData(String srcZk, String dstZk, String tableName) throws IOException {
    // Create a source HBase link.
    Configuration srcConf = HBaseConfiguration.create();
    srcConf.set("hbase.zookeeper.quorum", srcZk);
    //srcConf.set("zookeeper.znode.parent", "/hbase");
    Connection srcConnection = ConnectionFactory.createConnection(srcConf);

    // Create a target HBase link.
    Configuration dstConf = HBaseConfiguration.create();
    dstConf.set("hbase.zookeeper.quorum", dstZk);
    //dstConf.set("zookeeper.znode.parent", "/hbase_1.3.1");
    Connection dstConnection = ConnectionFactory.createConnection(dstConf);

    // Copy a table.
    copyDataTable(srcConnection, dstConnection, TableName.valueOf(tableName));

  }

  private static void copyDataTable(final Connection srcConnection, final Connection dstConnection,
      final TableName tableName) throws IOException {
    try (Admin admin = srcConnection.getAdmin()) {
      // Obtain the region information of the data table.
      List<HRegionInfo> tableRegions = admin.getTableRegions(tableName);
      Collections.shuffle(tableRegions);

      // Create a thread pool and concurrently copy data.
      BlockingQueue<Runnable> workQueue = new LinkedBlockingQueue<Runnable>(10000);
      ThreadPoolExecutor executor = new ThreadPoolExecutor(threads, threads, 60, TimeUnit.SECONDS,
          workQueue);

      for (final HRegionInfo regionInfo : tableRegions) {
        executor.submit(new Runnable() {
          @Override
          public void run() {
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            try (final Table srcTable = srcConnection.getTable(tableName);
                final Table dstTable = dstConnection.getTable(tableName)) {
              LOG.info("Start to copy region " + regionInfo.toString());
              Scan scan = new Scan();
              scan.setStartRow(regionInfo.getStartKey());
              scan.setStopRow(regionInfo.getEndKey());
              scan.setCaching(batchSize);
              copyOneRegion(srcTable, dstTable, scan, batchSize);
            } catch (IOException e) {
              LOG.error("CopyData failed .............", e);
              System.exit(-1);
            }
            LOG.info("Stop to copy region " + regionInfo.toString());
          }
        });
      }
    }
  }

  private static void copyOneRegion(Table srcTable, Table dstTable, Scan scan, int batchSize)
      throws IOException {
    ResultScanner scanner = srcTable.getScanner(scan);
    Result result = null;
    List<Put> puts = new ArrayList<>();
    long counter = 0;
    while ((result = scanner.next()) != null) {
      Put put = new Put(result.getRow());
      for (Cell cell : result.rawCells()) {
        put.add(cell);
      }
      puts.add(put);

      counter += 1;
      if (puts.size() >= batchSize) {
        dstTable.put(puts);
        puts.clear();
      }
      if (counter % 10000 == 0) {
        LOG.info(srcTable + " has send: " + counter);
      }
    }
    if (puts.size() != 0) {
      dstTable.put(puts);
    }
  }
}

1.3 HBase Monitoring Clusters

1.3.1 HBase Cluster Supported Metrics

Description
Monitoring is critical to ensure CloudTable reliability, availability, and performance.
You can monitor the running status of CloudTable servers.

This section describes the metrics that can be monitored by CES as well as their
namespaces and dimensions. You can use the management console or APIs
provided by Cloud Eye to query the metrics of the monitored objects and alarms
generated for CloudTable.
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Namespace
SYS.CloudTable

CloudTable HBase HMaster Instance Monitoring Metrics

Table 1-14 CloudTable HBase HMaster instance monitoring metrics

Metric ID Name Meaning Value
Range

Monitori
ng
Interval
(Raw
Data)

cmdForIORead Disks Read
Rate

Volume of data
read from the
monitored object
per second

≥ 0 bytes/s 1 min

cmdForIOWrite Disks Write
Rate

Volume of data
written to the
monitored object
per second

≥ 0 bytes/s 1 min

cmdForNumber
OfCpus

CPU Count Number of CPUs
of the monitored
object

> 0 1 min

cmdForTotalMe
mory

Total Memory Total memory
size of the
monitored object

> 0 Byte 1 min

cmdProcessCPU CPU Usage CPU usage of
the monitored
object

0%–100% 1 min

cmdProcessMem Memory Usage Memory usage
of the monitored
object

0%–100% 1 min

hm_deadregions
ervernum

Faulty
RegionServers

Number of
faulty
RegionServers in
the cluster

≥ 0 1 min

hm_regionserver
num

Normal
RegionServers

Number of
normal
RegionServers in
the cluster

≥ 0 1 min
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Metric ID Name Meaning Value
Range

Monitori
ng
Interval
(Raw
Data)

hm_ritCount RIT Count Number of
regions in the
Region In
Transaction (RIT)
state in the
cluster where
the monitored
object is located

≥ 0 1 min

hm_ritCountOve
rThreshold

RIT Count
Over Threshold

Number of
regions in the
RIT state and
reach the
threshold in the
cluster where
the monitored
object is running

≥ 0 1 min

rs_queuecalltime
_max

RPC Queue
Call Time
(Max)

Maximum RPC
queue call time

≥ 0 ms 1 min

rs_queuecalltime
_mean

RPC Queue
Call Time
(Mean)

Mean RPC queue
call time

≥ 0 ms 1 min

nn_percentalluse
d

Disk Utilization
Rate

Disk space usage
of the cluster

0 %~100% 1 min

nn_capacityrema
ining

Disk capacity
remaining of
cluster

Remaining disk
space of the
cluster

Depends
on the
cluster disk
capacity.

1 min

nn_capacityused Disk capacity
used of cluster

Disk space used
in the cluster

Depends
on the
cluster disk
capacity.

1 min

 

NO TE

hmaster instances include hmaster-standby (standby) and hmaster-active (active). When
hmaster-active becomes faulty, hmaster-standby becomes active to provide services.

CloudTable HBase RegionServer Instance Monitoring Metrics
Table 1-15 lists the monitoring metrics supported by CloudTable HBase
RegionServer instances.
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Table 1-15 Monitored CloudTable metrics

Metric ID Metric Meaning Value
Range

Moni
torin
g
Perio
d
(Ra
w
Data
)

cmdForNumbe
rOfCpus

CPU Number Number of CPUs of the
instance

> 0 1
minu
te

cmdProcessCP
U

CPU Usage CPU usage of the
monitored object
Unit: %

0%–
100%

1
minu
te

cmdForTotalM
emory

Total Memory Total memory size of the
monitored object
Unit: byte

> 0 byte 1
minu
te

cmdProcessMe
m

Memory Usage Memory usage of the
monitored object
Unit: %

0%–
100%

1
minu
te

cmdForIOWrite Disks Write
Rate

Volume of data written
to the monitored object
per second
Unit: byte/s

≥ 0
bytes/s

1
minu
te

cmdForIORead Disks Read
Rate

Volume of data read
from the monitored
object per second
Unit: byte/s

≥ 0
bytes/s

1
minu
te

hm_regionserv
ernum

Normal
RegionServers

Number of normal
RegionServers

≥ 0 1
minu
te

hm_deadregio
nservernum

Faulty
RegionServers

Number of faulty
RegionServers

≥ 0 1
minu
te

hm_ritCountOv
erThreshold

RIT Count Over
Threshold

Region in transaction
count over threshold

≥ 0 1
minu
te

hm_ritCount RIT Count Region in transaction
count

≥ 0 1
minu
te
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Metric ID Metric Meaning Value
Range

Moni
torin
g
Perio
d
(Ra
w
Data
)

rs_requests Requests Per
Second

Number of requests of a
RegionServer per second
Unit: Request/s

≥ 0
requests/
s

1
minu
te

rs_regions Regions Number of regions of a
RegionServer

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_writerequest
scount

Write Requests Number of write
requests of a
RegionServer

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_readrequest
scount

Read Requests Number of read requests
of a RegionServer

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_blockcacheh
itcachingratio

Hit Cache Block
Caching Ratio

Block cache hit caching
ratio
Unit: %

0%–
100%

1
minu
te

rs_blockCache
CountHitPerce
nt

Hit Cache Block
Ratio

Block cache hit ratio
Unit: %

0%–
100%

1
minu
te

rs_getavgtime Get Delay
(Avg)

Average Get operation
delay of the
RegionServer per unit
time
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_putavgtime Put Delay (Avg) Average Put operation
delay of the
RegionServer per unit
time
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_deleteavgti
me

Delete Delay
(Avg)

Average Delete operation
delay of the
RegionServer per unit
time
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te
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Metric ID Metric Meaning Value
Range

Moni
torin
g
Perio
d
(Ra
w
Data
)

rs_getnumops Get Operations Number of Get
operations of the
RegionServer per unit
time

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_putnumops Put Operations Number of Put
operations of the
RegionServer per unit
time

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_deletenumo
ps

Delete
Operations

Number of Delete
operations of the
RegionServer per unit
time

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_queuecallti
me_max

RPC Queue Call
Time (Max)

Maximum RPC queue
call time
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_queuecallti
me_mean

RPC Queue Call
Time (Mean)

Mean RPC queue call
time
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_flushtime_m
ean

Flush
Time(Mean)

Mean time of flush
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_compaction
queuesize

Compaction
Queue Size

Point in time length of
the compaction queue.
The number of Stores for
compaction in the
RegionServer.

≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_flushqueuesi
ze

Flush Queue
Size

Flush queue size ≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_compactions
completedcoun
t

Compaction
Count

Count of compaction ≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_flushtimeop
s_num

Flush Operation
Count

Count of flush operation ≥ 0 1
minu
te
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Metric ID Metric Meaning Value
Range

Moni
torin
g
Perio
d
(Ra
w
Data
)

rs_blockcachee
victedcount

Discarded
Cache Blocks

Block cache evict count ≥ 0 1
minu
te

rs_syncTime_m
ax

Sync WAL
Time(Max)

Maximum time it took to
sync the WAL to HDFS
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

rs_syncTime_m
ean

Sync WAL
Time(Mean)

Mean time it took to
sync the WAL to HDFS
Unit: millisecond

≥ 0 ms 1
minu
te

dn_byteswritte
n_speed

Bytes written
per second

Bytes written per second
of the node

≥ 0 byte 1
min

dn_bytesread_s
peed

Bytes read per
second

Bytes read per second of
the node

≥ 0 byte 1
min

rs_numActiveH
andler

Number of
RegionServer
Active Handlers

Number of active
RegionServer handlers
(total number of
handlers for processing
user table requests, meta
table requests, and
replication requests)

≥ 0 1
min

rs_numActiveG
eneralHandler

Number of
RegionServer
Active Handlers
for Processing
User Table
Requests

Number of active
RegionServer handlers
for processing user table
requests

≥ 0 1
min

rs_scanTime_p
999

99.9th
Percentile of
the Scan
Operation
Delay

99.9th percentile of the
RegionServer Scan
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_syncTime_p
999

99.9th
Percentile of
the WAL Sync
Operation
Delay

99.9th percentile of the
RegionServer WAL Sync
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min
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Metric ID Metric Meaning Value
Range

Moni
torin
g
Perio
d
(Ra
w
Data
)

rs_Get_99th_pe
rcentile

99th Percentile
of the Get
Operation
Delay

99th percentile of the
RegionServer Get
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_Put_99th_pe
rcentile

99th Percentile
of the Put
Operation
Delay

99th percentile of the
RegionServer Put
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_Delete_99th
_percentile

99th Percentile
of the Delete
Operation
Delay

99th percentile of the
RegionServer Delete
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_Get_999th_p
ercentile

99.9th
Percentile of
the Get
Operation
Delay

99.9th percentile of the
RegionServer Get
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_Put_999th_p
ercentile

99.9th
Percentile of
the Put
Operation
Delay

99.9th percentile of the
RegionServer Put
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

rs_Delete_999t
h_percentile

99.9th
Percentile of
the Delete
Operation
Delay

99.9th percentile of the
RegionServer Delete
operation delay

≥ 0 ms 1
min

 

Dimension
Key Value

cluster_id CloudTable cluster ID.

instance_name Name of a CloudTable cluster node.
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1.3.2 Setting Alarm Rules
You can set CloudTable alarm rules to customize the monitored objects and
notification policies. Then, you can learn about CloudTable running status in a
timely manner.

The CloudTable alarm rules include alarm rule name, instance, metric, threshold,
monitoring interval and whether to send notification. This section describes how
to set CloudTable alarm rules.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 3 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .

Step 4 In the cluster list, locate the row where the target cluster resides and click View
Metric in the Operation column. The CES console is displayed.

The status of the cluster whose monitoring information you want to view must be
In service.

Figure 1-27 Viewing the monitoring metrics

Step 5 Click Create Alarm Rule to add an alarm rule.

1. Enter an alarm rule name and description.

Figure 1-28 Configuring an alarm rule name

2. Configuring the parameters related to the monitoring function.
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Figure 1-29 Parameters related to the monitoring function

Table 1-16 Parameter description

Parameter Description Example Value

Alarm Type Default instance or the selected
cluster

Metric

Resource Type Name of the cloud service
resource for which the alarm rule
is configured

CloudTable Service

Dimension Metric dimension of the alarm
rule. Only the Compute Units
option is supported.

Computing Units

Monitoring
Scope

Clusters to be monitored Specific resources

Monitored
Object

Nodes to be monitored -

 
3. Configure alarm policies as prompted.

Figure 1-30 Configuring an alarm policy
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Table 1-17 Parameters for configuring an alarm policy

Parame
ter

Description Example Value

Method Select Use existing template or
Configure manually as required.
– If no alarm template is available,

set Method to Configure manually
and configure related parameters to
create an alarm rule.

– If you have available alarm rule
templates, set Method to Use
existing template or Associate
template, so that you can use a
template to quickly create alarm
rules.

Create manually

Templat
e

This parameter is valid only when Use
existing template is selected.
Select the template to be imported. If
no alarm template is available, click
Create Custom Template to create
one that meets your requirements.

Use Existing Template

Alarm
Policy

This parameter is valid only when
Configure manually is selected.
For details about the monitoring
metrics supported by CloudTable
HBase, see HBase Cluster Supported
Metrics.

-

Alarm
Severity

Severity of an alarm. Valid values are
Critical, Major, Minor, and
Informational.

Major

 
4. Configure the alarm notification parameters as prompted.

Figure 1-31 Alarm notification
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Table 1-18 Alarm notification parameters

Parameter Description Configuration

Alarm
Notificatio
n

Whether to notify users when alarms are
triggered. Notifications can be sent by
emails, text messages, or HTTP/HTTPS
requests.
If this function is enabled
(recommended), notifications will be sent.
Otherwise, no notification is sent.

Toggle it on.

Notificatio
n Recipient

Notification group or topic subscription. -

Notificatio
n Group/
Object

– Notification group that needs to send
alarm notifications.
If you enable Send Notification, you
need to select an existing notification
group. If you have not created a
notification group, click Create
Notification Group to access the CES
page to create one.

– Topic to which the alarm notification is
to be sent.
If you enable Notification, you need
to select an existing topic. If you have
not created a topic, click Create an
SMN Topic to go to the SMN
management console to create a topic.

-

Validity
Period

CES sends notifications only within the
validity period specified in the alarm rule.
If Validity Period is set to 00:00-23:59,
CES send notifications only within
00:00-23:59.

The value ranges
from 00:00 to
23:59.

Trigger
Condition

Condition for triggering an alarm
notification.

Select all options.

 
5. Configuring advanced settings.
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Figure 1-32 Configuring advanced settings

Table 1-19 Advanced configuration parameters

Parameter Description

Enterprise Project You can group related cloud resources (for example,
resources used for the same purpose) and manage
them by enterprise project.

Tag It is recommended that you use TMS's predefined tag
function to add the same tag to different cloud
resources.

 

Step 6 After the configuration is complete, click Next. After the alarm rule is created, if
the metric data reaches the specified threshold, CES will immediately inform you
that an exception has occurred.

NO TE

If you want to set an alarm rule for a single metric, go to the page for viewing monitoring
information.
● View the monitoring metrics and click the metric graph.
● Click + in the upper right corner.
● On the page for setting alarm rules, set the rule.

----End

1.3.3 Viewing Cluster Monitoring Information

Scenario
CES on the public cloud monitors CloudTable cluster running status. You can view
CloudTable monitoring metrics on the management console. According to the
monitoring information, you can quickly learn about cluster health status and key
system information.

Background Information
● Monitoring metrics of an unavailable CloudTable cluster node cannot be

displayed on the CES page. You can view the monitoring information only
after the CloudTable cluster node is restarted or recovered.
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● CES will delete a CloudTable cluster node that becomes faulty for 1 hour from
the monitoring list and will not monitor it anymore. However, you need to
manually clear its alarm rules.

Viewing Monitoring Information

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable management console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree on the left, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the cluster list, locate the row where the target cluster resides, click View
Metric in the Operation column. The CES console is displayed.

The status of the cluster to be viewed must be In service.

Figure 1-33 Viewing monitoring information

Step 5 On the Cloud Service Monitoring page, click  on the left of the cluster ID to
expand the compute unit list, and select the corresponding node to view the
monitoring information.

Figure 1-34 Monitoring page

● ID: ID of the monitored instance, that is, the CloudTable cluster ID
● View Metric: In the compute unit list shown in Figure 1-34, find the compute

unit to be viewed and click View Metric to go to the monitoring metric page
of the compute unit.

Step 6 Set the metrics to be viewed if there are too many metrics on the monitoring
page.

1. If there are too many metrics, delete them on the Select Metric page.
2. If the metrics displayed on the page do not contain the desired metrics, add

the metrics on the Select Metric page.
3. Select at least one metric. You can drag a selected metric and drop it to a

desired location to sort the metrics.
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Figure 1-35 Selecting metrics

----End

1.3.4 HBase Monitoring Page
The cluster details page displays the CPU, memory, disk utilization rate, as well as
the disk usage and total disk capacity of each HBase node.

Accessing the HBase Cluster Details Page

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click the cluster list page and select an HBase cluster.

Step 3 View the monitoring metrics on the cluster details page.

Figure 1-36 HBase monitoring page
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Step 4 Click  on the details page to go to the CES console and view detailed
monitoring metrics of the HBase cluster. For details, see Viewing Cluster
Monitoring Information.

----End

Monitoring Metrics

Table 1-20 Monitoring metrics

Metric Description

CPU Utilization Rate CPU utilization rate of the HBase
cluster

Memory Utilization Rate Memory utilization rate of the HBase
cluster

Disk Utilization Rate Data utilization rate of the HBase
cluster

 

1.4 HBase Audit Logs

1.4.1 Supported Key Audit Log Operations
CloudTable uses CTS to record operations associated with CloudTable for later
query, audit, and backtrack operations.

The following key operation traces of CloudTable are recorded in audit logs. For
details, see Table 1-21.

Table 1-21 CloudTable operation traces supported by CTS

Operation Trace Name Resource Type

Creating a cluster createCluster cluster

Deleting a cluster deleteCloudTableCluster cluster

Expanding cluster
capacity

growCloudTableCluster cluster

Restarting a cluster rebootCloudTableCluster cluster

Setting the storage
quota

storageClusterAction cluster

Modifying a feature modifyClusterFeatures cluster

Configuring
parameters

modifyClusterSetting cluster
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1.4.2 Viewing Audit Logs
After you enable CTS, the system starts recording CloudTable operation logs.
Operation records of the last 7 days can be viewed on the CTS management
console.

This section includes the following content:

● Enabling CTS
● Disabling the Audit Log Function
● Viewing CTS Logs of CloudTable

Enabling CTS

A tracker will be automatically created after CTS is enabled. All traces recorded by
CTS are associated with a tracker. Currently, only one tracker can be created for
each account.

Step 1 On the CloudTable management console, choose Service List > Management &
Deployment > Cloud Trace Service. The CTS management console is displayed.

Step 2 Enabling CTS

If you are a first-time CTS user and do not have any created tackers in the tracker
list, enable CTS first. For details, see Enabling CTS in the Cloud Trace Service
Getting Started.

If you have enabled CTS, the system has automatically created a management
tracker. Only one management tracker can be created and it cannot be deleted.
You can also manually create a data tracker. For details, see Managing Trackers >
Creating a Tracker in the Cloud Trace Service User Guide.

----End

Disabling the Audit Log Function

If you want to disable the audit log function, disable the tracker in CTS.

Step 1 On the CloudTable management console, choose Service List > Management &
Deployment > Cloud Trace Service. The CTS management console is displayed.

Step 2 Disable the audit log function by disabling the tracker. To enable the audit log
function again, you only need to enable the tracker.

For details about how to enable or disable a tracker, see Disabling or Enabling a
Tracker in the Cloud Trace Service Getting Started.

----End

Viewing CTS Logs of CloudTable

Step 1 Log in to the management console.

Step 2 Click Service List on the upper part of the page and choose Management &
Deployment > Cloud Trace Service.
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Step 3 In the navigation pane on the left, choose Trace List.

Step 4 In the upper right corner of the trace list, click Filter to set the search criteria.

The following four filter criteria are available:

● Trace Source, Resource Type, and Search By
– Trace Source: Select CloudTable.
– Resource Type: Select All resource types or specify a resource type.
– Search By: Select All or any of the following options:

▪ Trace name: If you select this option, you also need to select a
specific trace name.

▪ Resource ID: If you select this option, you also need to select or
enter a specific resource ID.

▪ Resource name: If you select this option, you also need to select or
enter a specific resource name.

● Operator: Select a specific operator (at user level rather than tenant level).
● Trace Status: Available options include All trace statuses, normal, warning,

and incident. You can only select one of them.
● Start Date and End Date: You can specify the time period to query traces.

Step 5 Click Query.

Step 6 Click  on the left of the trace to be queried to extend its details.

Figure 1-37 Trace

Step 7 Locate the row containing the target trace and click View Trace in the Operation
column.
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Figure 1-38 Viewing a trace

For details about key fields in the CTS trace structure, see the Trace Structure in
the Cloud Trace Service User Guide.

----End

1.5 Self-Healing from HBase Hotspotting
HBase is a distributed key-value database. Regions are the smallest units HBase
data management. Poorly designed row keys make requests directed at a few
fixed regions. As a result, the service pressure is high on a node, causing
performance deterioration or even request failures.

MetricController instances are added to HBase. After hotspotting detection is
enabled, the request traffic of each RegionServer node is monitored. Through
aggregation analysis, the nodes and regions with excessive requests can be
identified, accelerating hotspotting detection. In addition, this self-healing function
transfers workload or performs region splitting. For hotspotting caused by a single
rowkey and sequential writes where the self-healing function does not work,
traffic limiting is provided instead to minimize the impact on other services on this
node.

1.6 Global Secondary Indexes

1.6.1 Introduction

Scenario
HBase secondary indexes can accelerate conditional queries with filters. There are
local secondary indexes (LSIs, also called HIndexes) and global secondary indexes
(GSIs). Compared with LSIs, GSIs have better query performance and are suitable
for scenarios that require low read latency.
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HBase GSIs use independent index tables to store index data. When a given query
condition hits an index, a full table query is converted into an exact range query
on an index table. This way, query speed is greatly improved. You do not need to
modify your application code to enable HBase GSIs.

NO TE

HBase GSIs cannot be created for a table that contains data.

Key features of HBase GSIs are as follows:

● Composite index
Multiple columns of different column families can be specified as index
columns.

● Covering index
Multiple columns or column families can be stored in the index table in
redundancy to cover all data needed for a query. With covering indexes, you
can quickly query non-index columns in index query.

● Index TTL
Index table TTL takes effect if data table TTL is enabled. To ensure consistency
with the data table, the index table TTL is automatically inherited from the
index column and the column to overwrite an index of the data table and
cannot be specified.

● Online index change
Indexes can be created, deleted, and their status can be modified online
without affecting data table read and write.

● Online index repair
If the index data hit by a query is invalid, index data rebuilding is triggered to
ensure that the final query result is correct.

● Index tool
The index tool helps you to check consistency, repair, create, and delete
indexes, modify index status, and rebuild index data.

1.6.2 Restrictions

Application Scenarios
● GSIs cannot be used together with HIndexes. That is, they cannot be created

in the same data table.
● Index tables do not support DR.
● DISABLE, DROP, MODIFY, and TRUNCATE cannot be directly performed on

index tables.
● Index definition cannot be modified. You need to delete definitions and create

indexes again. Other DDL operations on indexes are allowed, for example,
modify index status, and delete and create indexes.

Creating Indexes
● An index name must comply with the regular expression requirements and

does not support other characters. Regular expressions support the characters
of [a-zA-Z_0-9-.].
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● The data table specified for index creation must exist. An index cannot be
repeatedly created.

● The index table cannot have multiple versions.
Indexes cannot be created on data tables with multiple versions
(VERSION>1). The VERSION=1 setting is a must.

● The number of indexes in a single data table cannot exceed five.
Do not create too many indexes for a data table. Otherwise, bigger storage is
required and write operations become slow. If more than five indexes need to
be created, add the hbase.gsi.max.index.count.per.table parameter to the
custom configuration hbase.hmaster.config.expandor of HMaster and set
the parameter to a value greater than 5. Restart HMaster to make the
configuration take effect.

● The index name can contain a maximum of 18 characters.
Do not use long index names. If you have to, add the
hbase.gsi.max.index.name.length parameter to the custom configuration
hbase.hmaster.config.expandor of HMaster, set the parameter to a value
greater than 18, and restart HMaster to make the configuration take effect.

● Indexes cannot be created for index tables.
Indexes cannot be nested. Index tables are used only to accelerate queries and
do not provide data table functions.

● Indexes that can be covered by existing indexes cannot be created.
If indexes you want to create are a subset of the existing indexes, they cannot
be created. Duplicate indexes waste storage space. In the following example,
index 2 cannot be created:
Creating a table
create 't1','cf1'

Creating index 1
hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='t1' -Dindexspecs.to.add='idx1=>cf1:[q1],[q2]'

Creating index 2
hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='t1' -Dindexspecs.to.add='idx2=>cf1:[q1]'

● Indexes with the same name cannot be created in the same data table, but
can be created in different data tables.

● The TTL of a column family in an index table is inherited from the original
table, and must be the same as that of the original table.
The TTLs of all column families in an index table are the same and are
inherited from a data table. The TTLs of associated column families in the
data table must be the same. Otherwise, associated indexes cannot be
created.

● Properties of user-defined index tables are not supported.

Writing Indexes
● Only the Put/Delete interface can be used to generate index data. If data is

written to a data table with other methods (such as Increment and Append),
the corresponding index will not be generated.

● When the index column data is defined as the string type, do not write special
characters \x00 and \x01 (special invisible characters).
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● Do not write data to index columns by specifying timestamps.

Index Query
● The index status must be ACTIVE during an index query.
● Index queries do not support specified timestamp ranges. If you need to

query data within a time range by index, add a time column to store data
timestamps. Otherwise, the data table will be used for query.

● Index query supports only SingleColumnValueFilter. Index acceleration
cannot be triggered when other filters are used or no filter condition is used.

1.6.3 Using the GSI Tool

1.6.3.1 Creating Indexes

Scenario
● If a large amount of data exists in a table, you can add an index on a column

to accelerate data queries.
● For a table that does not have indexes, this tool allows you to add and create

indexes.

Usage

Run the following command on the HBase client to add or create indexes to a
table (the added or created indexes will be in the ACTIVE state):

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='table' -Dindexspecs.to.add='idx1=>cf1:[c1->string],[c2]#idx2=>cf2:[c1->string],
[c2]#idx3=>cf1:[c1];cf2:[c1]' -Dindexspecs.covered.family.to.add='idx2=>cf1' -
Dindexspecs.covered.to.add='idx1=>cf1:[c3],[c4]' -Dindexspecs.coveredallcolumn.to.add='idx3=>true' -
Dindexspecs.splitkeys.to.set='idx1=>[\x010,\x011,\x012]#idx2=>[\x01a,\x01b,\x01c]#idx3=>[\x01d,\x01e,\x0
1f]'

The parameters are described as follows:

● tablename.to.index: name of the data table for which an index is created
● indexspecs.to.add: mapping between the index name and the index column

in the data table (definition of index column)
● (Optional) indexspecs.covered.to.add: column of the data table that is

redundantly stored in an index table (definition of covering index column)
● (Optional) indexspecs.covered.family.to.add: column family of the data table

that is redundantly stored in an index table (definition of covering index
column family)

● (Optional) indexspecs.coveredallcolumn.to.add: all data in a data table that
is redundantly stored in an index table (definition of all covering index
columns)

● (Optional) indexspecs.splitkeys.to.set: pre-partition split keys of an index
table. Specify this parameter in case hotspotting occurs in the region of the
index table. You can configure pre-partitioning using the following characters:
– '#' separates indexes.
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– '[]' contains splitkeys.
– ',' separates splitkeys.

NO TE

Each splitkey set for per-partitioning must start with \x01.

● indexspecs.to.addandbuild (optional): Index data will be generated during
data table creation. If the data table is large, do not enable this parameter.
Use an index data generation tool instead.
The parameters in the preceding command are described as follows:
– idx1, idx2, and idx3 are index names.
– cf1 and cf2 are column family names.
– c1, c2, c3, and c4 are column names.
– string indicates a data type. The value can be STRING, INTEGER, FLOAT,

LONG, DOUBLE, SHORT, BYTE, or CHAR.

NO TE

● '#' separates indexes, ';' separates column families, and ';' separates column
qualifiers.

● The column name and its data type must be included in '[]'.

● Column names and their data types are separated by ' - >'.

● If the data type of a column is not specified, the default data type (string) will be
used.

1.6.3.2 Querying Indexes

Scenario

You can use the GSI tool to view the definition and status of indexes of a data
table in batches.

Usage

Run the following command on the HBase client to view the definition and status
of an index:

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.show='table'

The related parameters are described as follows:

tablename.to.show: indicates the name of the table where the index to be
queried is.

Figure 1-39 shows the query result. The index column definition, covering column
definition, TTL, pre-partition information, and index status are displayed.

Figure 1-39 Index query result
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1.6.3.3 Deleting Indexes

Scenario
You can use the GSI tool to delete an index.

Usage
Run the following command on the HBase client to delete an index:

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='table'  -Dindexnames.to.drop='idx1#idx2'

The parameters are described as follows:

● tablename.to.index: indicates the name of the table where the index to be
deleted is.

● indexnames.to.drop: indicates the name of the index to be deleted. You can
specify multiple indexes and separate them with number signs (#).

1.6.3.4 Changing Index Status

Index Status
A GSI has the following states:

● ACTIVE: The index can be read and written normally.
● UNUSABLE: The index is disabled. Index data can be written normally but

cannot be used for query.
● INACTIVE: The index is abnormal. The index data is inconsistent with that in

the data table. The indexed data is skipped and the index cannot be used
during data query.

● BUILDING: Index data is being generated in batches. After the generation is
complete, the index is automatically switched to the ACTIVE state. In this
state, data can be read and written properly.

● DROPPING: The index is being deleted. The indexed data is skipped, and the
index cannot be used during data query.

You can change index status with the GSI tool. Figure 1-40 describes the states
and transitions between them.
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Figure 1-40 State transitions

Scenario
You can use the GSI tool to disable or enable an index.

Usage
Run the following command on the HBase client to disable or enable an index:
hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='table' -D[idx_state_opt]='idx1'

The related parameters are described as follows:

● tablename.to.index: indicates the name of the data table whose index status
needs to be changed.

● idx_state_opt: indicates the target status of the index to be modified. The
options are as follows:
– indexnames.to.inactive: disables a specified index (INACTIVE).
– indexnames.to.active: enables a specified index (ACTIVE).
– indexnames.to.unusable: switches the specified index to UNUSABLE.

The following example changes the state of idx1 of table to UNUSABLE:
hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.index='table' -Dindexnames.to.unusable='idx1'

After the command is executed, check the index information.
hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.mapreduce.GlobalTableIndexer -
Dtablename.to.show='table'

As shown in Figure 1-41, the status of index idx1 is changed.

Figure 1-41 idx1 status
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1.6.4 GSI APIs
APIs that use global indexes are packed in the
org.apache.hadoop.hbase.hindex.global.GlobalIndexAdmin class. Related APIs
are listed in the following table.

Operation API Description

Adding an
index

addIndices() Adds a specified index to an empty table
but skips index data generation. You can
use this API to add indexes in batches to a
table that contains a large amount of
data and use the GlobalTableIndexer tool
to build index data.

addIndicesWithDa-
ta()

Adds a specified index to a table that
contains data and generates index data
for existing table data. You can call this
API to generate an index and then
generate index data when table data is
being stored. This API is not recommended
when a data table contains a large
amount of data.

Deleting an
index

dropIndices() Deletes both index metadata and index
data. After deletion, the index cannot be
used for scan or filter operations.

Changing
index
status

alterGlobalIndicesU-
nusable()

Disables a specified index so that it cannot
be used for the scan or filter operation.

alterGlobalIndicesAc-
tive()

Enables an index specified by the user so
that it can be used for the scan or filter
operation.

alterGlobalIndicesI-
nactive()

Disables a specified index and skips index
data generation so that it cannot be used
for the scan or filter operation. This API is
usually used for index data re-building.

Viewing
created
indexes

listIndices() Lists all indexes in a given table.

 

1.6.5 Querying Data with Indexes

Index-based Query
You can use SingleColumnValueFilter to query data in a table with indexes.
When the query condition hits an index, the query speed is much faster than that
of an ordinary table query.

Typical index query conditions are as follows:
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● Query by multiple AND conditions
– When the columns used for a query contain at least the first indexed

column, the query performance is optimized.
Assume that a composite index is created for C1, C2, and C3.
The index takes effect in the following queries:
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) AND Filter_Condition (IndexCol2) AND Filter_Condition 
(IndexCol3)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) AND Filter_Condition (IndexCol2)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) AND Filter_Condition (IndexCol3)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1)

The index does not take effect in the following queries:
Filter_Condition (IndexCol2) AND Filter_Condition (IndexCol3)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol2)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol3)

– When you use "Index Column AND Non-Index Column" as a query
condition, the index can improve query performance. If a non-index
column hits a covering column, the query performance is optimal. If a
non-index column needs to be frequently queried, you are advised to
define it as a covering column. The following statement is an example:
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) AND Filter_Condition (NonIndexCol1)
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) AND Filter_Condition (IndexCol2) AND Filter_Condition 
(NonIndexCol1)

– When multiple columns are used for query, you can specify a value range
for only the last column in the composite index and set other columns to
specified values.
Assume that a composite index is created for C1, C2, and C3. In a range
query, only the value range of C3 can be set. The search criteria are "C1 =
XXX, C2 = XXX, and C3 = Value range."

● Query by multiple OR conditions
Assume that a composite index is created for C1, C2, and C3.
– If only the first field in the index column is searched (range filtering is

supported), indexing improves the query performance.
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) OR Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) OR Filter_Condition 
(IndexCol1)

– When non-index and non-index columns are searched, indexes cannot be
hit, and query performance is not improved.
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) OR Filter_Condition (NonIndexCol1)

– During a combined query, if the outermost layer contains the OR
condition, the index cannot be hit, and the query performance is not
improved.
Filter_Condition (IndexCol1) OR Filter_Condition (NonIndexCol1)
(Filter_Condition(IndexCol1)AND Filter_Condition 
(IndexCol2) )OR(Filter_Condition(NonIndexCol1))

NO TE

Reduce the use of OR conditions, especially an OR condition used together with a
range condition. Otherwise, large-scale data is queried in slow speed when indexes are
hit.
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2 ClickHouse User Guide

2.1 ClickHouse Cluster Management

2.1.1 Overview
ClickHouse is a column-oriented database for online analytical processing. It
supports SQL query and provides good query performance. The aggregation
analysis and query performance based on large and wide tables is excellent, which
is one order of magnitude faster than other analytical databases. CloudTable
ClickHouse cluster management also provides the following functions:

In ClickHouse cluster management, you need to create a dedicated cluster and
can use it on demand. Dedicated clusters are physically isolated and are not
affected by other services, facilitating user management.

After the ClickHouse cluster is created, use the client to access the cluster. For
details, see the following sections.

● Preparing an ECS.
● Using a Client to Access a ClickHouse Cluster.
● ClickHouse Commands.

2.1.2 Managing ClickHouse Clusters

2.1.2.1 Creating a ClickHouse Cluster
You can centrally manage clusters with CloudTable. A cluster is necessary for using
CloudTable. This section describes how to create a cluster on the CloudTable
console.

ClickHouse clusters support two billing modes: pay-per-use and yearly/monthly.
The pay-per-use billing mode is used by default when you create a cluster. In pay-
per-use mode, compute units are charged by the duration you use them, with a
billing cycle of one hour. With this mode, you can start or stop a cluster at any
time and pay what you use. The yearly/monthly billing mode is recommended for
long-term users to enjoy a larger discount. You can also customize a ClickHouse
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cluster with specified computing capabilities and storage space to meet your
business needs.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Buy Cluster in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Configure basic cluster information by referring to the following table.

Figure 2-1 Setting parameters

Table 2-1 Parameter description

Parameter Description

Region Current working region of the cluster.
● Select the region for the cluster nodes to run.
● For details about regions, see Regions and Endpoints.

AZ Select the AZ associated with the cluster's region. For details
about the AZs supported by ClickHouse, see Region and AZ.

Billing Mode Select Pay-per-use or Yearly/Monthly.

Required
Duration

This option is available only when Billing Mode is set to
Yearly/Monthly. Configure this parameter based on your
service requirements.

Auto-renew If you select Auto-renew when creating a cluster, the
system will automatically renew your subscription before it
expires.
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Figure 2-2 Configuring cluster networks

Table 2-2 Cluster and network configuration

Parameter Description

Name Name of a cluster.
A cluster name must start with a letter and contain 4 to
32 letters, digits, and hyphens (-). It cannot contain other
special characters.

VPC A VPC is a secure, isolated, and logical network
environment.
Retain the default settings. If there is no available VPC,
click View VPC to access the VPC console and create a
new VPC.

Subnet Specify a VPC subnet.
A subnet provides dedicated network resources that are
isolated from other networks, improving network security.

Security Group A security group is used to control ECS access within a
security group or between security groups by defining
access rules. You can define different access control rules
for a security group. These rules can specify which ECS
ports or protocols are accessible and can be used to
control inbound and outbound network traffic of VMs.
After an ECS is added to the security group, it is protected
by these access control rules. ECSs that do not belong to
the security group cannot communicate with ECSs in the
security group.
You can use an existing security group or click View
Security Group to create a new one.
For more information about security groups, see Security
Group in the Virtual Private Cloud User Guide.

Database Engine Select the type of cluster to be created.
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Parameter Description

Clickhouse Kernel
Version

Retain the default settings.

Cluster HA Enable: Two replicas are maintained for each shard on a
single node, with three ZooKeeper nodes as the default.
Disable: Only one single ClickHouse node with a single
shard and replica is provided for testing purposes. This
configuration does not support scale-out and cannot be
used in any production environments.
NOTE

● A single node does not support scale-out or data migration.
● An environment with just a single node is unsuitable for

genuine production tasks or customer-facing activities.
● Users of a single-node system must establish a non-replicated

table.
Example of creating a table:
CREATE TABLE test_p (`EventDate` DateTime,`CounterID` 
UInt32,`UserID` UInt32,`ver` UInt16)ENGINE = 
ReplacingMergeTree()PARTITION BY sipHash64(CounterID)  ORDER 
BY (CounterID, EventDate, intHash32(UserID))SAMPLE BY 
intHash32(UserID)SETTINGS index_granularity = 8192;

 

Table 2-3 Compute node parameters

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

Available compute specifications:
● 8U32G
● 16U64
● 32U128G
● 64U256G
● 128U512G

Storage Select the disk specifications and capacity of the
Clickhouse compute node.
● Available storage specifications:

– High I/O
– Ultra-high I/O
– Extreme SSD

● The capacity ranges from 500 GB to 10,000 GB per
node.
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Parameter Description

Nodes Set the number of nodes in a cluster. The value ranges
from 2 to 20.

 

Figure 2-3 ZooKeeper node configuration

Table 2-4 ZooKeeper node parameters

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

Available compute specifications:
● 4U8G (This specification is not available for production

environments.)
● 4U16G
● 8U32G
● 16U64G
● 32U128G

Storage Ultra-high I/O is recommended. Set the disk capacity to
100 GB per node.

Nodes Number of nodes in a cluster. The default value is 3.
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Parameter Description

Enterprise Project You can group related cloud resources (for example,
resources used for the same purpose) and manage them
by enterprise project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an
enterprise project if the enterprise's business has changed
and the user should not have the permissions to manage the
enterprise project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise

project is deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise
project. If the user needs to manage the enterprise project,
authorize the user to manage the enterprise project again.
For details, see Enterprise Management User Guide.

 

Figure 2-4 Setting passwords

Step 5 Set the parameters and click Buy Now.

Step 6 On the displayed page, confirm the cluster specification order information and
click Submit. The cluster creation task is submitted.

Step 7 Click Back to Cluster List to view the cluster status.

The cluster creation task takes some time. The initial status of the cluster is
Creating. After the cluster is created, the cluster status changes to In service.

Step 8 Submit the creation task of a yearly/monthly cluster.

Click Pay. On the displayed purchase page, confirm the information, select a
proper payment method, and confirm the payment.
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Return to the console and check the cluster status. Cluster creation takes some
time. The initial status of the cluster is Creating. After the cluster is created, the
cluster status changes to In service.

----End

2.1.2.2 Introduction to ClickHouse Cluster Management
Log in to the CloudTable console. In the left navigation pane, click Cluster
Management. On the Cluster Management page, a cluster list is displayed. If
there are a large number of clusters, you can turn pages to view clusters in any
state.

Figure 2-5 Cluster list

Table 2-5 Cluster management list parameters

Parameter Description

Cluster Name Cluster name specified when a cluster is created.

Cluster Status Cluster status include Creating, In service, Sub-health,
Creation failed, and Frozen.

Task Status Task status of a cluster.

Database
Engine

The values include HBase and ClickHouse.

Version Cluster version.

Enterprise
Project

You can group related cloud resources (for example, resources
used for the same purpose) and manage them by enterprise
project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise
project if the enterprise's business has changed and the user should
not have the permissions to manage the enterprise project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise project is

deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise project. If the user
needs to manage the enterprise project, authorize the user to
manage the enterprise project again.

Created Time when a cluster is created.

Billing Mode Cluster billing mode.

Access
Address
(Intranet)

Private network link address.
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Parameter Description

Operation ● Click Monitor to access the CloudTable service monitoring
page.

● Click Delete to delete a cluster.
● Click Restart to restart the cluster.
● Choose More > Change to Yearly/Monthly to change the

billing mode to yearly/monthly.
● Click Scale Out to add compute nodes.
● Click More <Unsubscribe in the Operation column to

unsubscribe from the yearly/monthly cluster.

 

Table 2-6 Icon description

Icon Description

Click  to view all projects.

Click  to refresh the cluster list.

Enter a cluster name in the search box and click  to search
for it.

 

Cluster Status

Table 2-7 Cluster status description

Status Description

Creating Indicates that a cluster is being created.

In service If a cluster is successfully created and can provide services, the
cluster status is In service.

Sub-health If the cluster status cannot be monitored within the specified
time, the cluster status changes to Sub-health. Manual
intervention is required to recover a cluster that is in Sub-
health status. For example, you can restart the cluster to
recover the cluster.

Creation
failed

Indicates that a cluster fails to be created.
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Status Description

Frozen If the balance is insufficient for renewing a cluster, the cluster
status is Frozen.
To unfreeze the cluster, you need to recharge your account to
ensure that the account balance is not 0..
NOTE

A frozen cluster is unavailable and its all ECSs are shut down. After
being unfrozen, the cluster recovers to the In service state. If you do
not renew the cluster before the freeze period ends, the cluster will be
deleted.

 

Task Status

Table 2-8 Task status description

Status Description

Deleting Indicates that a cluster is being deleted.

Restarting Indicates that a cluster is being restarted.

Scaling out Indicates that a cluster is being scaled out.

 

2.1.2.3 Viewing the Basic Information of a ClickHouse Cluster
You can monitor and manage the clusters you create. On the CloudTable
management console, click Cluster Management. In the cluster list, locate the
cluster to be viewed and click the cluster name to access the basic information
page. You can view the cluster information and network configurations.

Table 2-9 Cluster information

Parameter Description

Cluster Name Cluster name specified when a cluster is created.

Cluster ID Cluster ID.

Cluster Status Cluster status information.

Version Kernel version of the cluster.

Access Address Address for accessing the cluster. You can click  to copy the
access link to the clipboard.
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Parameter Description

Access Address
Port

Port for accessing the cluster.
● HTTP port: 8123
● TCP port: 9000
● HTTPS port: 8443
● Secure TCP port: 9440

Billing Mode Billing mode of the cluster.
● Pay-per-use
● Yearly/monthly

Created Time when a cluster is created.

Enterprise
Project

You can group related cloud resources (for example, resources
used for the same purpose) and manage them by enterprise
project.
NOTE

● You can delete a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise
project if the enterprise's business has changed and the user
should not have the permissions to manage the enterprise project.

● You can delete a user or multiple users.
● After a user that was authorized to manage an enterprise project is

deleted, the user cannot manage the enterprise project. If the user
needs to manage the enterprise project, authorize the user to
manage the enterprise project again.

Database
Engine

A core service used to store, process, and protect data.

Channel Status Whether secure channels are enabled.

Enable Secure
and Non-
secure
Channels

This parameter is displayed if secure channels are not
enabled.

 

Table 2-10 Network configuration

Parameter Description

Region Working area of the cluster. Set this parameter when creating
a cluster.

AZ AZ you select during cluster creation.

VPC VPC you select during cluster creation.
A VPC is a secure, isolated, logical network environment.
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Parameter Description

Subnet Subnet you select during cluster creation.
A subnet provides dedicated network resources that are
logically isolated from other networks, improving network
security.

Security Group Security group you select during cluster creation.

 

Table 2-11 Compute node parameters

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

Available compute specifications:
● 8U32G
● 16U64
● 32U128G
● 64U256G
● 128U512G

Storage Select the disk specifications and capacity of the
Clickhouse compute node.
● Available storage specifications:

– High I/O
– Ultra-high I/O
– Extreme SSD

● The capacity ranges from 500 GB to 10,000 GB per
node.

Nodes Set the number of nodes in a cluster. The value ranges
from 2 to 20.
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Table 2-12 ZooKeeper node parameters

Parameter Description

Compute Select proper compute specifications based on service
requirements. Each specification displays the CPU,
memory, and recommended application scenarios of a
single node.
NOTE

Available compute specifications:
● 4U16G
● 8U32G
● 16U64G
● 32U128G

Storage Select the disk specifications and capacity of the
Clickhouse compute node.
● Available storage specifications:

– General-purpose SSD
– Ultra-high I/O
– Extreme SSD

● The capacity ranges from 100 to 1000.

Nodes Number of nodes in a cluster. The default value is 3.

 

2.1.2.4 Restarting a ClickHouse Cluster

If a cluster is in the unbalanced state or cannot work properly, you may need to
restart it for restoration.

NO TE

If your cluster is in arrears, this function may be unavailable. Please top up your account in
time.

Impact on the System
● A cluster cannot provide services during the restart. Therefore, before the

restart, ensure that no task is running and all data is saved.

● If a cluster is processing transactional data, for example, importing data,
querying data, files may be damaged or the cluster may fail to be restarted
once the cluster is restarted. You are advised to stop all cluster tasks before
restarting a cluster.

● If the restart fails, the cluster may be unavailable. Try again later or contact
technical support.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.
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Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner of the console and select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .

Step 5 In the Operation column of the cluster, click More > Restart.

Step 6 In the dialog box that is displayed, select the check box and click OK to restart the
cluster.

Figure 2-6 Confirming the restart

----End

2.1.2.5 Deleting a ClickHouse Cluster

You can delete clusters you will no longer use. Deleting a CloudTable ClickHouse
cluster will clear all resources and data related to the cluster. This operation
cannot be undone. Exercise caution when deleting a cluster.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .

Step 5 In the Operation column of the cluster, click Delete.

Step 6 In the dialog box that is displayed, select the check box and click OK to delete the
cluster.
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Figure 2-7 Confirming the deletion

----End

2.1.2.6 Scaling Out a ClickHouse Cluster
Add compute nodes in a ClickHouse cluster. The scale-out does not affect system
running.

NO TE

● Scale-out cannot be performed if your account balance is insufficient.

● Scale-out cannot be performed if your quota is insufficient.

● ZooKeeper nodes can be added for scale-out.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click Cluster Management.

Step 3 In the cluster list, locate the row that contains the target cluster and click Scale
Out in the Operation column.

NO TE

You can also click Scale Out on the cluster details page to go to the Scale Out page.

Step 4 Click + to add nodes.

Step 5 Confirm the fee and resource quota, and click OK.

----End

ClickHouse Scale-Out Statuses

Table 2-13 Scale-out statuses

Task Status Description

Scaling out Indicates that a cluster is being scaled out.
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Task Status Description

Scale-out failed Indicates that the cluster fails to be scaled out.

 

Viewing Scaling Details
● After you click OK, the cluster task status changes to Scaling out. After the

cluster scale-out is complete, the cluster status changes to In service.
● After you click OK, the cluster task status changes to Scaling out. If the scale-

out fails, the cluster status is In service and the task status is Scale-out
failed.

2.1.2.7 ClickHouse Disk Capacity Expansion
The vertical capacity expansion is performed by expanding disk capacity. Data is
usually stored on the compute nodes, and disk expansion is required when the
disk capacity of the compute nodes is insufficient.

NO TE

● During disk capacity expansion, cluster services may jitter.
● You can perform disk capacity expansion on a cluster when the cluster is in the In

service state and no task is being performed (such as scale-out, parameter
modification, and specification change).

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click Cluster Management.

Step 3 In the cluster list, locate the row that contains the target cluster and click Disk
Expansion in the Operation column. If you fail to find Disk Expansion, click More
and choose Disk Expansion in the Operation column.
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Figure 2-8 Disk Expansion page

NO TE

You can also click Disk Expansion on the cluster details page to go to the page for
expanding disk capacity.

Figure 2-9 Accessing the Disk Expansion page

Step 4 Select the target node type.

Step 5 Press + to increase nodes.
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Step 6 Confirm the fee and resource quota, and click OK.

----End

Disk Expansion Status

Table 2-14 Disk expansion status description

Status Description

Disk expanding Indicates that a cluster is being scaled out.

In service This status is shown in Cluster Status, indicating that the
scale-out is complete and the cluster can provide services.

Scale-out failed This status is shown in Task Status, indicating that the
cluster fails to be scaled out.

 

2.1.2.8 ClickHouse Specification Change

Prerequisites
You can perform specification expansion on a cluster when the cluster is in the In
service state and no task is being performed (such as scale-out and disk
expansion).

NO TE

● You can only increase cluster specifications. To decrease cluster specifications, create a
cluster with smaller specifications and migrate the data from the current cluster to it.

● You can change the specifications of only one node type (the compute or ZooKeeper
node) at a time. After the change, nodes in other types still maintain their original
specifications.

● During the specification change, the cluster is unavailable and the change cannot be
initiated when a change is in progress.

● The system is unavailable during the specification change.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click Cluster Management.

Step 3 In the cluster list, locate the row that contains the target cluster and choose More
> Specification Expansion in the Operation column.
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Figure 2-10 Specification expansion
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NO TE

You can also click Specification Expansion on the cluster details page to switch to the
Specification Expansion page.

Figure 2-11 Accessing the Specification Expansion page

Step 4 Select the target node type.

Step 5 Select the CPU and memory specifications from the drop-down list.

Step 6 Confirm the fee and resource quota, and click OK.

After you click OK, the cluster status changes to Sub-health and the task status
changes to Resizing Flavor. After the cluster specifications are changed, the
cluster status changes to In service and the task status is cleared.

----End

Specification Expansion Status

Table 2-15 Specification expansion status description

Status Description

Resizing Flavor Indicates that the specifications of the target cluster are
being changed.

In service Indicates that the specifications of the target cluster are
changed and the cluster can provide services.

Resizing flavor
failed

Indicates that the specifications of the target cluster failed
to be changed.

 

2.1.2.9 Changing the ClickHouse Billing Method to Yearly/Monthly

If you want to use a pay-per-use cluster for a long time, you can change its billing
mode to yearly/monthly. This section describes how to change the cluster billing
mode to yearly-monthly.

Changing the Billing Mode from Pay-per-Use to Yearly/Monthly
● Prerequisites: The cluster billing mode is Pay-per-use.
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● Procedure for changing the billing mode

a. Log in to the CloudTable console.

b. Click Cluster Management.

c. In the Operation column of a cluster, choose More > Change to Yearly/
Monthly.

NO TE

You can also click Change to Yearly/Monthly on the cluster details page to
change the billing mode.

d. On the displayed page, select the required duration and click Pay.

e. On the payment page, select a payment method and click Pay.

f. Return to the cluster list, click the target cluster to check the billing mode
on its details page.

Yearly/Monthly unsubscription
● Prerequisites: The cluster billing mode is Yearly/Monthly.

● Unsubscribing from a yearly/monthly cluster

a. Log in to the CloudTable console.

b. Click Cluster Management.

c. In the Operation column of a cluster, choose More > Unsubscribe.

d. In the displayed dialog box, confirm the warning message, and click OK.

e. On the displayed page, select the unsubscription reason and confirm the
prompt message. After the unsubscription, resources that are not moved
to the recycle bin will be immediately deleted and cannot be restored.
Back up the data you may use in the future and click Confirm.

f. Confirm the information shown in the displayed dialog box to complete
the unsubscription.

2.1.3 Using ClickHouse

2.1.3.1 Preparing an ECS

Procedure

Step 1 Buy an ECS.

1. Log in to the Huawei Cloud console.

2. Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

3. Click Service List and choose Compute > Elastic Cloud Server.

4. Click Buy ECS.

5. Configure ECS parameters.

a. Select the CPU architecture and specifications.
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Figure 2-12 Configuring basic settings

b. Select the image and disk specifications.

Figure 2-13 Selecting the image and disk specifications

Step 2 Click Next: Configure Network.

1. Select a VPC and a security group.

Figure 2-14 Configuring Network

NO TE

– Select the existing VPCs and security groups.
– If no VPC is available, click Create VPC to create one.
– If no security group is available, click Create Security Group to create one.
– For details about how to create an ECS, see Elastic Cloud Server User Guide.

2. Select Auto assign and set Billed By to Traffic.
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Figure 2-15 Configuring EIP type and bandwidth billing type

Step 3 Click Next: Configure Advanced Settings.

Configure the ECS name and password.

Figure 2-16 Configuring advanced settings

Step 4 Click Next: Confirm to confirm the configuration information.

Figure 2-17 Confirming the configuration information

Step 5 Select an enterprise project, select the sentence in the Agreement area, confirm
the configuration information, and click Submit.

Step 6 Return to the ECS list page and view the ECS creation progress.

When the ECS status changes to Running, the ECS is created.

----End

2.1.3.2 Using a Client to Access a ClickHouse Cluster
You can use SQL to access a cluster on an ECS. For details about how to install the
client, see Installing the Client.
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NO TE

The VPC and security group of the cluster to be created must be the same as those of the
ECS on the public network. Otherwise, the client cannot access the cluster.

Installing the Client

Step 1 Prepare a Linux ECS. For details, see Preparing an ECS.

Step 2 Log in to the CloudTable console, click Help in the left navigation pane, and click
Download Client on the right to download the client installation package.

Figure 2-18 Downloading the ClickHouse client

Step 3 Install the client and connect to the cluster.

1. Use the SSH login tool to remotely log in to the Linux ECS through the EIP.

For details, see Login Using an SSH Password in the Elastic Cloud Server
User Guide.

2. Go to the root directory of the SSH login tool.
cd /

3. Create a folder in the root directory.
mkdir Folder name

4. Go to the directory of the created folder.
cd /Folder name/

5. Place the client in the directory.

6. Decompress the client package.
tar  -zxf   Client package name

7. Load the .so file.
sh install.sh

8. Go to the bin directory.
cd bin/

Grant the 700 permission to the directory.
chmod 700 clickhouse

9. Connect to the ClickHouse cluster. For details about the port, see Table 2-16.

Use the following command to connect to a normal cluster.
./clickhouse client --host Private IP address of the cluster   --port Port --user admin --password 
Password

For details about the security cluster connection command. For details, see
Connecting to a Security Cluster.
./clickhouse client --host Private IP address of the cluster --port port --user admin --password 
Password --secure --config-file /root/config.xml
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NO TE

– Private IP address of the cluster: cluster access address on the cluster details page.
Replace it with the access address of the cluster you purchased.

– Password: the password set when you purchase the cluster. If there are special
characters, use backslashes (\) to escape them. If the password is enclosed in
single quotation marks ('), the special characters do not need to be escaped.

Table 2-16 Custom security rules

Direc
tion

Act
ion

Port/
Range

Type Destination/
Source
Address

Usage

Outb
ound

Allo
w

All IPv4/
IPv6

0.0.0.0/0 Permit in the outbound
direction

Inbo
und

Allo
w

8123 Security group
of the
CloudTable
ClickHouse
cluster

ClickHouse HTTP port
number

Allo
w

9000 ClickHouse TCP port
number

Allo
w

8443 ClickHouse HTTPS port
number

Allo
w

9440 Secure TCP security port
of ClickHouse

 

----End

2.1.3.3 Using Clickhouse Commands

This section describes common ClickHouse commands. After installing the
ClickHouse client and loading environment variables, run the following commands
to perform operations:

1. Connect to the ClickHouse cluster.
Use the following command to connect to a normal cluster.
./clickhouse client --host Private IP address of the cluster   --port Port --user admin --password 
Password

For details about the security cluster connection command. For details, see
Connecting to a Security Cluster.
./clickhouse client --host Private IP address of the cluster --port port --user admin --password 
Password --secure --config-file /root/config.xml

2. Create a database.
create database demo;

3. Use the database.
use demo;

4. Check the database in use.
select currentDatabase();

5. Create a table.
create table demo_t(uid Int32,name String,age UInt32,gender String)engine = TinyLog;
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6. View the table structure.
desc demo_t;

7. Insert data.
insert into demo_t values(1,'Candy','23','M'),(2,'cici','33','F');

8. View the table.
select * from demo_t;

9. View the database and table.
– Viewing the database

show databases;

– Viewing the table
show tables;

10. Delete the database and table.
– Deleting the table

drop table demo_t;

NO TE

● Before deleting a data table, check whether the data table is in use to avoid
unnecessary troubles.

● After a data table is deleted, it can be restored within 24 hours. The
restoration command is as follows:
set allow_experimental_undrop_table_query = 1;
UNDROP TABLE Data table name;

– Deleting the database
drop database demo;

2.1.4 Migrating ClickHouse Data
This section describes the data migration capability.

Application Scenarios
Once you have performed a scale-out in ClickHouse, a data migration is necessary.

Precautions
● Each data table is limited to a single task. A cluster can only execute one task

at a time.
● The local table's database must be either atomic (the default) or ordinary,

and the table itself should be from the Mergetree family of engine tables,
which includes both replicated and non-replicated types. Materialized view
charts are not compatible.

● The backup relationship for local tables mirrors that of clusters. In the context
of shards, distributed tables are utilized.

● By default, the original table becomes read-only during data migration.
● Initially, data is moved to a temporary table. Subsequently, the original table

is swapped with the table containing the migrated data. This transition, which
may result in reading incorrect data, is completed within seconds.

● Should cluster issues arise, the data migration process can be paused. After
addressing the reported error in the cluster, the migration task can resume.

● The source and redistribution nodes involved in data migration must share
identical tables.
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● Data migration is not supported on a single node system.

Creating a Data Migration Task

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Cluster Management and click a cluster name to go to the cluster details
page.

Step 4 In the navigation pane, choose Data Migration.

Table 2-17 Data migration parameters

Parameter Description

Task ID/Name ID or name of the new migration task.

Logical Cluster Name of the selected logical cluster.

Source Nodes Node where data is stored.

Distribution Nodes Node where data is distributed.

Status/Progress Status/Progress of data distribution.
The task can be in the initializing, running, or
completed state.

Created Task creation time.

Start Time Task start time.

Update Time Task modification time.

Operation ● Start: Start the task.
● Edit: Edit task information.
● Cancel: Cancel the task.
● Details: View task details.
● Delete: Delete the task.

 

Step 5 Click New Task in the upper left corner.

1. Enter a task name (starting with a letter).

2. Select a logical cluster.

3. Select the migration percentage.

4. Select the source node.

5. Select a redistribution node.

6. Select the data table to be migrated.

Step 6 Click OK to create the task.
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Step 7 Click Start in the Operation column to start the created task.

----End

Modifying a Data Migration Task

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Cluster Management and click a cluster name to go to the cluster details
page.

Step 4 Choose Data Migration.

Step 5 Click Edit in the Operation column.

Step 6 After modifying the parameters, click OK.

----End

Viewing Migration Task Details

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Cluster Management and click a cluster name to go to the cluster details
page.

Step 4 Choose Data Migration.

Step 5 Click Details in the Operation column to access the task details page.

Step 6 View task information.

----End

Deleting a Migration Task

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Cluster Management and click a cluster name to go to the cluster details
page.

Step 4 Choose Data Migration.

Step 5 Click Delete in the Operation column. In the displayed dialog box, click OK to
delete the task.

----End
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2.1.5 Configuring Secure Channel Encryption for ClickHouse
Clusters

You can enable secure channel encryption to encrypt data transmission. This
section describes how to enable HTTPS for a ClickHouse cluster.

Enabling Channel Encryption

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Buy Cluster in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Check whether Enable Channel Encryption (which is toggled on by default) is
toggled on after completing other configurations.

Figure 2-19 Enabling channel encryption

Step 5 Completing the parameter setting and click Next.

Step 6 Confirm the cluster specification order information on the displayed page and
submit the order. After the cluster is created, go to its details page to view the
channel status.

----End

Enabling Secure and Non-Secure Channels

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 Click Buy Cluster in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Completing the parameter setting and click Next.

Step 5 On the displayed page, confirm the cluster specification order information and
click Submit. The cluster creation task is submitted.

Step 6 After the cluster is created, go to its details page and toggle Enable Secure and
Non-secure Channels on. In the displayed dialog box, confirm the information
and click OK.

NO TE

● The cluster restarts after the secure channels are enabled on the cluster details page.

● The secure and non-secure channels cannot be disabled after being enabled
concurrently.

----End
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Connecting to a Security Cluster

Step 1 Click the name of the target security cluster to download the certificates on its
details page.

Step 2 Connect to the client and specify the configuration file.
./clickhouse client --host Private IP address of the cluster --port port --user admin --password 
Password --secure --config-file /root/config.xml

Configure files.

<config>
    <secure>true</secure>
    <openSSL>
      <client>
        <caConfig>/etc/ssl/certificate.crt</caConfig>
      </client>
    </openSSL>
</config>

NO TE

● <caConfig>/etc/ssl/certificate.crt</caConfig> indicates the path where certificates are
stored.

● root indicates the path for storing the configuration file.
● Certificates can be downloaded only once per minute.

----End

HTTPS Connection

Step 1 Click the name of the target security cluster to download the certificates on its
details page.

Step 2 Specify the path for storing the certificates.

Step 3 Execute the sample SQL statement through HTTPS.
echo 'select 1' | curl -H 'X-ClickHouse-User: user' -H 'X-ClickHouse-Key: password' --cacert /clickhouse/client/
client/bin/certificate.crt 'https://host:port/?' --data-binary @-

● select 1 indicates the executed SQL statement.
● user indicates the username.
● password indicates the password created during cluster creation.
● /clickhouse/client/client/bin/certificate.crt indicates the path for storing the

certificates.
● host indicates the private IP address and port indicates the HTTPS port.

----End

JDBC Connection
public void run()
        throws InterruptedException {
    final ClickHouseProperties clickHouseProperties = new ClickHouseProperties();
    // There will be security risks if the password used for authentication is directly written into code. Encrypt 
the password in the configuration file or environment variables for storage;
    // In this example, the password is stored in environment variables for identity authentication. Before 
running the code in this example, configure environment variable CK_PASSWORD.
    String password = System.getenv("CK_PASSWORD");
    clickHouseProperties.setSslRootCertificate("/etc/ssl/certificate.crt");
    clickHouseProperties.setSsl(true);
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    clickHouseProperties.setSslMode("strict");
    clickHouseProperties.setUser("test");
    clickHouseProperties.setPassword(password);
    clickHouseProperties.setSocketTimeout(2 * 3600 * 1000);
    final BalancedClickhouseDataSource dataSource = new 
BalancedClickhouseDataSource("xxxx.mycloudtable.com:8443/default?ssl=true", clickHouseProperties);
    try {
        final ClickHouseConnection conn = dataSource.getConnection();
        conn.createStatement().executeQuery("select now()");
    } catch (Throwable e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
}

NO TE

/etc/ssl/certificate.crt in clickHouseProperties.setSslRootCertificate("/etc/ssl/
certificate.crt"); indicates the path for storing the certificates.

2.2 ClickHouse Monitoring Clusters

2.2.1 ClickHouse Cluster Supported Metrics

Description

Monitoring is critical to ensure CloudTable reliability, availability, and performance.
You can monitor the running status of CloudTable servers. This section describes
the metrics that can be monitored by CES as well as their namespaces and
dimensions.

Namespace

SYS.CloudTable

Monitoring metrics

Table 2-18 ClickHouse monitoring metric description

Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

cpu_usage CPU Utilization
Rate

CPU utilization
rate of each node.

% 60

memory_usage Memory Usage Memory usage of
each node.

Byte 60

memory_usage_ratio Memory
Utilization Rate

Memory utilization
rate of each node.

% 60

disk_usage Disk Usage Disk space used by
each node.

Byte 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

disk_usage_ratio Disk Utilization
Rate

Disk utilization
rate of each node.

% 60

network_throughput_in
bound_rate

Inbound
Throughput

Inbound data
volume over
network of each
node per second.

Byte/
s

60

network_throughput_o
utgoing_rate

Outbound
Throughput

Outbound data
volume over
network of each
node per second.

Byte/
s

60

clickhouse_process_surv
ival

ClickHouse
Process Survival
Status

Heartbeat check of
the ClickHouse
process.

- 60

number_of_mutations Mutations Number of
running
modification tasks
on each node.

Count 60

number_of_run_merges Running Merges Number of
running merge
tasks.

Count 60

number_of_merges_thr
ead

Merge Threads Number of threads
being merged.

Count 60

number_of_zookeeper_
requests

ZooKeeper
Requests

Number of
ZooKeeper
requests on the
node at the
current time.

Count 60

number_of_zk_session ZooKeeper
Sessions

Number of
connected
ZooKeeper
sessions on the
node at the
current time.

Count 60

number_of_zookeeper_
watches

ZooKeeper
Watches

Number of
connected
ZooKeeper
watches on the
node at the
current time.

Count 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

number_of_zookeeper_
nodes

ZooKeeper
Nodes

Number of
temporary nodes
created in
ZooKeeper.

Count 60

number_of_parts Parts Number of parts. Count 60

clickhouse_zookeeper_d
isconnection

ZooKeeper
Connection
Status

ZooKeeper
connection status.

- 60

number_of_threads_hol
ding_read_locks

Threads Holding
the Read Lock

Number of threads
that hold read
locks.

Count 60

number_of_threads_wai
ting_to_be_read

Threads Waiting
to Be Read

Number of threads
waiting to be read.

Count 60

number_of_threads_wai
ting_to_be_written

Number of
Threads Waiting
to Be Written

Number of threads
waiting to be
written.

Count 60

number_of_threads_hol
ding_write_locks

Threads Holding
the Write Lock

Number of threads
that hold write
locks.

Count 60

number_of_active_tasks
_background_processin
g_pool

Active Tasks in
Background
Processing Pool

Number of active
tasks in the
background
processing pool.

Count 60

maximum_number_of_
active_blocks

Max. Active
Blocks

Maximum number
of active blocks of
the ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_consistency
_checkdata_blocks

Data Blocks for
Consistency
Check

Number of data
blocks for
consistency check
on a ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

extracting_the_number
_of_data_chunks_from_
the_replica

Data Blocks
Being Extracted
from a Replica

Number of data
blocks that are
being extracted
from a replica by a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

number_of_data_chunk
s_being_sent_to_the_re
plica

Data Blocks
Being Sent to a
Replica

Number of data
blocks on a
ClickHouse
instance that are
being sent to a
replica.

Count 60

number_of_readonly_re
plicas

Read-Only
Replicas

Number of read-
only replicas of a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_inserted_int
o_all_tables

Inserted Rows Number of rows
inserted into all
tables in a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_open_read_f
iles

Opened Read
Files

Number of opened
read files on a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_open_write
_files

Opened Write
Files

Number of opened
write files on a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

total_file_opens Opened Files Number of opened
files on a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_read_file_de
scriptors

Read File
Descriptors

Number of file
descriptors that
have been read.

Count 60

number_of_written_file
_descriptors

Write File
Descriptors

Number of file
descriptors that
have been written.

Count 60

instance_process_runni
ng_duration

Instance Process
Running
Duration

Running duration
of the process on a
ClickHouse
instance.

s 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

number_of_threads_run
ning_in_global_thread_
pool

Threads of
Running Tasks in
Global Thread
Pool

Number of threads
of running tasks in
the global thread
pool of a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_threads_in_
global_thread_pool

Threads in
Global Thread
Pool

Number of threads
in the global
thread pool of a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_threads_in_l
ocal_thread_pool

Threads in Local
Thread Pool

Number of threads
in the local thread
pool of a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_threads_wai
ting_locked

Threads to Lock
in Context

Number of threads
waiting to be
locked in context
on a ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_threads_run
ning_in_local_thread_p
ool

Threads of
Running Tasks in
Local Thread
Pool

Number of threads
of running tasks in
the local thread
pool of a
ClickHouse
instance.

Count 60

number_of_tcp_connect
ions

TCP Connections Number of TCP
connections.

Count 60

number_of_http_conne
ctions

HTTP
Connections

Number of HTTP
connections.

Count 60

number_of_databases Databases Number of
databases on each
node.

Count 60

number_of_tables Tables Number of local
tables on each
node.

Count 60

write_size_per_second Write Size per
Second

Amount of data
written to each
node per unit time.

Byte 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

number_of_running_qu
eries

Running Queries Number of
running queries on
each node.

Count 60

number_of_query_threa
ds

Query Threads Number of
running queries on
each node.

Count 60

number_of_distributed_
ddls

Distributed DDLs Number of
distributed DDL
statements.

Count 60

number_of_distributed_
table_files

Distributed
Tables

Number of tables
to which data is to
be inserted.

Count 60

number_of_concurrency Concurrency of
Each ClickHouse
Node

Concurrency of
each ClickHouse
node.

Count 60

zookeeper_quota_perce
ntage

ZooKeeper
Quantity
Percentage

Quota of the
ZooKeeper nodes
used by
ClickHouse.

% 60

zookeeper_process_is_a
live

ZooKeeper
Process Survival
Status

ZooKeeper
heartbeat check. 1
indicates that the
ZooKeeper
heartbeat is
normal, and 0
indicates that it is
abnormal.

- 60

number_of_global_sessi
ons

Global Sessions Number of global
sessions.

Count 60

number_of_rejected_co
nnections

Refused
Connections

Number of
connections
refused by
Zookeeper.

Count 60

number_of_request_sub
mission_queues

Requests to
Submit in a
Queue

Number of
requests submitted
in a queue.

Count 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

waiting_time_of_the_pr
eprocessing_queue

Wait Time of
Request in
Preprocessing
Queue

Time that a
request in the
preprocessing
queue waits to be
processed.

s 60

number_of_zk_watches ZooKeeper
Watches

Number of
ZooKeeper
watches at the
current time.

Count 60

zk_heapmemory_usage Heap Memory
Used

Heap memory size
used by ZooKeeper
process.

Byte 60

zk_directmemory_usag
e

Used Direct
Memory

Direct memory
size used by
ZooKeeper process.

Byte 60

zk_heapmemory_usage
_ratio

Heap Memory
Usage

Heap memory
usage of the
ZooKeeper service.

% 60

zk_directmemory_usag
e_ratio

Direct Memory
Usage

Direct memory
usage of the
ZooKeeper service.

% 60

cluster_number_of_sent
_packets

ZooKeeper Sent
Packets

Number of packets
sent by a
ZooKeeper node.

Count 60

cluster_number_of_rece
ived_packets

ZooKeeper
Received Packets

Number of packets
received by a
ZooKeeper node.

Count 60

cluster_preprocessing_ti
me

Preprocessing
Duration

Preprocessing
time.

s 60

rows_written_per_secon
d

Rows Written
per Second

Number of rows
written to each
node per unit time.

Count 60

number_of_failed_queri
es

Failed Queries Number of failed
query statements.

Count 60

number_of_failed_inser
t_queries

Failed Insert
Queries

Number of failed
insert statements.

Count 60

number_of_failed_selec
t_query_messages

Failed Select
Queries

Number of failed
select statements.

Count 60
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Metric Name Description Mini
mum
Unit

Mon
itori
ng
Peri
od

number_of_delayed_ins
erts

Delayed Inserts Number of
delayed insertions
on each node.

Count 60

number_of_rows Rows Number of
mergetree engine
fields on each
node.

Count 60

disk_throughput_read_r
ate

Disk Read
Throughput

Disk read
throughput.

Byte 60

disk_throughput_write_
rate

Disk Write
Throughput

Disk write
throughput.

Byte 60

cmdForUsedStorageR-
ate

Used Storage
Rate

Ratio of the used
storage space to
the total storage
space in the
cluster

% 60

 

Dimension
Key Value

cluster_id CloudTable cluster ID.

instance_name Name of a CloudTable cluster node.

 

2.2.2 Setting Alarm Rules
You can set CloudTable ClickHouse alarm rules to customize the monitored objects
and notification policies. Then, you can learn about ClickHouse running status in a
timely manner. The ClickHouse alarm rules include alarm rule name, instance,
metric, threshold, monitoring interval and whether to send notification. This
section describes how to set alarm rules.

Creating an Alarm Rule for a ClickHouse Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 3 In the upper right corner of the cluster list, enter the name of a cluster in the

search box and click .
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Step 4 In the cluster list, locate the row where the target cluster resides and click More >
View Metric in the Operation column. The CES console is displayed.

The status of the cluster whose monitoring information you want to view must be
In service.

Figure 2-20 Viewing the monitoring metrics

Step 5 Click Create Alarm Rule to add an alarm rule.

1. Enter an alarm rule name and description.

Figure 2-21 Configuring an alarm rule name

2. Specify the monitoring scope.

Figure 2-22 Specifying the monitored objects

Table 2-19 Parameters

Parameter Description Example Value

Alarm Type Default instance or the selected
cluster.

Metric

Resource Type Name of the cloud service
resource for which the alarm rule
is configured.

CloudTable Service
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Parameter Description Example Value

Dimension Metric dimension of the alarm
rule. Only the Compute Units
option is supported.

Computing Units

Monitoring
Scope

Clusters to be monitored. Specific resources

Monitored
Objects

Nodes to be monitored. -

 

3. Configure the alarm policies as prompted.

Figure 2-23 Configuring the alarm policy

Table 2-20 Parameters for configuring an alarm policy

Parame
ter

Description Example Value

Method Select Use existing template or
Configure manually as required.
– If no alarm template is available,

set Method to Configure manually
and configure related parameters to
create an alarm rule.

– If you have available alarm rule
templates, set Method to Use
existing template or Associate
template, so that you can use a
template to quickly create alarm
rules.

Configure manually

Templat
e

This parameter is valid only when Use
existing template is selected.
Select the template to be imported. If
no alarm template is available, click
Create Custom Template to create
one that meets your requirements.

Use existing template

Alarm
Policy

This parameter is valid only when
Configure manually is selected.
For details about the monitoring
metrics supported by CloudTable
ClickHouse, see ClickHouse Cluster
Supported Metrics.

-
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Parame
ter

Description Example Value

Alarm
Severity

Severity of an alarm. Valid values are
Critical, Major, Minor, and
Informational.

Major

 
4. Configure the alarm notification parameters as prompted.

Figure 2-24 Alarm notification

Table 2-21 Alarm notification parameters

Parameter Description Configuration

Alarm
Notificatio
n

Whether to notify users when alarms are
triggered. Notifications can be sent by
emails, text messages, or HTTP/HTTPS
requests.
If this function is enabled
(recommended), notifications will be sent.
Otherwise, no notification is sent.

Enabled

Notificatio
n Recipient

Notification group or topic subscription. -

Notificatio
n Group/
Object

– Notification group that needs to send
alarm notifications.
If you enable Send Notification, you
need to select an existing notification
group. If you have not created a
notification group, click Create
Notification Group to access the CES
page to create one.

– Topic to which the alarm notification is
to be sent.
If you enable Notification, you need
to select an existing topic. If you have
not created a topic, click Create an
SMN Topic to go to the SMN
management console to create a topic.

-
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Parameter Description Configuration

Validity
Period

CES sends notifications only within the
validity period specified in the alarm rule.
If Validity Period is set to 00:00-23:59,
CES send notifications only within
00:00-23:59.

00:00 ~ 23:59

Trigger
Condition

Condition for triggering an alarm
notification.

Select all options.

 

5. Configure advanced settings.

Figure 2-25 Configuring advanced settings

Table 2-22 Advanced configuration parameters

Parameter Description

Enterprise Project You can group related cloud resources (for example,
resources used for the same purpose) and manage
them by enterprise project.

Tag It is recommended that you use TMS's predefined tag
function to add the same tag to different cloud
resources.

 

Step 6 After the configuration is complete, click Next. After the alarm rule is created, if
the metric data reaches the specified threshold, CES will immediately inform you
that an exception has occurred.

NO TE

If you want to set an alarm rule for a single metric, go to the page for viewing monitoring
information.

● View the monitoring metrics and click the metric graph.

● Click + in the upper right corner.

● Set the rule on the page for setting alarm rules.

----End
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2.2.3 Viewing Monitoring Information of a Cluster

Scenario
CES on the public cloud monitors the running status of CloudTable ClickHouse
clusters. You can view the monitoring metrics of ClickHouse on the management
console. According to the monitoring information, you can quickly learn about
cluster health status and key system information.

Monitoring Function
The cluster monitoring function consists of compute node and ZooKeeper metric
monitoring. You can adjust the time range of monitoring data in each module to
view historical data at different time. You can also adjust the time granularity of
monitoring data to view data in different dimensions. If you want to view
monitoring data in real time, enable automatic refresh. The platform can
automatically refresh monitoring graphs at intervals of 1 hour, 3 hours, 12 hours,
24 hours, and 7 days.

If you are interested in a metric graph, you can click the zoom-in button to view
the graph or export the graph.

Checking ClickHouse Cluster Monitoring Information

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click  in the upper left corner to select a region.

Step 3 In the navigation tree, click Cluster Management.

Step 4 In the cluster list, locate the row where the target cluster resides, click View
Metric in the Operation column. The CES console is displayed.

The status of the cluster to be viewed must be In service.

Step 5 On the Cloud Service Monitoring page, click  on the left of the cluster ID to
expand the compute unit list, and select the corresponding node to view the
monitoring information.

Step 6 Set the metrics to be viewed if there are too many metrics on the monitoring
page.

1. If there are too many metrics, delete them on the Select Metric page.
2. If the metrics displayed on the page do not contain the desired metrics, add

the metrics on the Select Metric page.
3. Select at least one metric. You can drag a selected metric and drop it to a

desired location to sort the metrics.
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NO TE

– If you want to view monitoring data in real time, enable automatic refresh. The
platform can automatically refresh monitoring graphs at intervals of 1 hour, 3
hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, and 7 days.

– If you want to zoom in on a single metric view, click  in the upper right corner
of the metric view to view its details.

----End

2.2.4 Checking ClickHouse Monitoring Metrics
The cluster details page displays the CPU, memory, disk utilization rate, as well as
the disk usage and total disk capacity of each ClickHouse node.

Accessing the ClickHouse Cluster Details Page

Step 1 Log in to the CloudTable console.

Step 2 Click the cluster list page and select a ClickHouse cluster.

Step 3 View the monitoring metrics on the cluster details page.

Figure 2-26 ClickHouse cluster details page

Step 4 Click  on the details page to go to the CES console and view detailed
monitoring metrics of the ClickHouse cluster. For details, see Viewing Monitoring
Information of a Cluster.

----End

Monitoring Metrics

Table 2-23 Monitoring metrics

Metric Description

CPU Utilization Rate CPU utilization rate of the ClickHouse
cluster
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Metric Description

Memory Utilization Rate Memory utilization rate of the
ClickHouse cluster

Disk Utilization Rate Data utilization rate of the ClickHouse
cluster
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3 Permissions Management

3.1 Creating a User and Granting Permissions
This chapter describes IAM fine-grained permissions management for your
CloudTable. With IAM, you can:

● Create IAM users for employees based on your enterprise's organizational
structure. Each IAM user will have their own security credentials for accessing
CloudTable resources.

● Grant only the permissions required for users to perform a task.
● Entrust a HUAWEI CLOUD account or service to perform professional and

efficient O&M on your CloudTable resources.

If your HUAWEI CLOUD account does not require individual IAM users, skip this
chapter.

This section describes the procedure for granting permissions (see Figure 3-1).

Prerequisites
● CloudTable does not support fine-grained policies. It supports only the

system-defined role cloudtable Administrator. The default system role
cloudtable Administrator of CloudTable applies only to accounts that have
not enabled the enterprise project function. If the enterprise project function
has been enabled, use the IAM custom policy to grant permissions to users.

● Learn about the permissions (see CloudTable System-Defined Permissions)
supported by CloudTable and choose policies or roles according to your
requirements. For the system policies of other services, see Permissions
Policies.
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Process Flow

Figure 3-1 Process for granting CloudTable permissions

1. Create a user group and assign permissions to it.

Log in to the IAM console, create a user group, and assign the cloudtable
Administrator permission to it.

2. Create a user and add it to a user group.

Create a user on the IAM console and add the user to the group created in
Step 1.
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3. Log in and verify permissions.
Log in to the console by using the user created, and verify that the user has
the granted permissions.
– Choose Service List > CloudTable Service. Then click Buy Cluster on the

CloudTable console. If the cluster can be created (for example, there is
only the cloudtable Administrator permission), the cloudtable
Administrator permission has already taken effect

– Choose any other service in the Service List (for example, there is only
the cloudtable Administrator policy). If a message appears indicating
insufficient permissions to access the service, the cloudtable
Administrator policy has already taken effect.
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A Change History
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